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Message of the Hon. Minister of Agriculture.
I am happy to complete several specific development activities in parallel to the Food
Production National Program (2016 -2018) launched by the Ministry of Agriculture in
2016.The target of our Ministry is to build a strong economy by implementing agricultural
projects in 2017 as well depending on the achievements during 2016 under the Food
Production National Program.
Under the 3 year Food Production National Program 2016 – 2018, this year‟s main
undertaking is "Gamdora" program through which it has been possible to find at instant
solutions for agriculture related problems at village level by strengthening coordination
between farmers and officials, promoting self seed production, implementation of organic
fertilizer production and usage promotion program, establishment of fruit villages and the
possibility of releasing provision and ensuring the assistance of officials for undertaking the
restoration of minor irrigations at village level are the other contributory factors toward the
success of this program.
The fruit exhibition was successfully conducted this year with the objective of
establishing commercial fruit villages in every Grama Niladari Division in parallel to the
National Food Production Program.The objective of this undertaking is to provide an
opportunity for people to consume 200g of fruit per day while promoting the fruit export in
the form of value added productions.
The Ministry of Agriculture has taken measures to open local food sale outlets
throughout the island with the objective of building healthy nation through promoting local
food consumption.Through establishment of “Hela Bojun”sales outlets with genuine
SriLanakan taste it has been possible to protect local farmers while extending helping hand to
female agri entrepreneurs.

Duminda Dissanayaka
Minister of Agriculture
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Message of the Hon. State Minister of Agriculture
I firmly believe that we would be able to commence the year 2017 with positive
attitudes just as we have been reaching the anticipated targets during 2016.
2016 has been a decisive year for the Ministry of Agriculture. Food Production
National Program launched this year will continue up to 2018 laying foundation for three
year food production drive aimed at building a prosperous economy. Accordingly, it has been
possible to launch a number of development projects islandwide at provincial, district and
divisional level. Agricultural exhibitions are also held representing various provinces to gain
people‟s attraction for foarming. The "Gamdora Program” launched recently under Food
Production National Programme has been helpful to make the role of all rural level officials
including Agriculture Research and Production Assistants more active and challenging .It has
also contributed towards finding viable solutions for problems faced by the farmer
community in addition to providing them with helping hand for successfull completion of
several projects including rural irrigation development and local seed production.
The major victory we achieved during the year is the prohibition of the import of
harmful agro-chemicals whereby making the concept of Toxic free food to people,a reality.
Furthermore, instead of distributing fertilizer at subsided price, cash grant system was
introduced providing the farmer with opportunity for applying organic fertilizer at the
farming, This paves the way for putting an end to the indiscriminate use of agro chemicals in
agriculture.
Accordingly, the objective of this Ministry is to successfully continue the three year
Food Production National Program 2016-2018. I do hope that the commitment of all
institutions and officials who contributed at provincial, district and rural level under this
Ministry would be leading to the emergence of self sufficient food culture in Sri Lanka.

Wasantha Aluvihare
State Minister of Agriculture
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Message of the Secretary
The Ministry of the Agriculture has been entrusted with the responsibilities of
promoting and developing agriculture which being the main livelihood of the country. It is
with great pleasure that I issue this message as the Secretary of the Ministry on the occasion
of publishing Progress 2016 and Development Programmes 2017”.
The Ministry of Agriculture is responsible for ensuring the food security of the people
in Sri Lanka now exceeding over 20 million. Accordingly Projects and Programmes were
implemented in keeping with the economic vision of the present Government to make that
responsibility a reality in practical terms by giving priority to Food Production National
Programme 2016-2018.
As far as the development in the agricultural sector is concerned it has been possible
to introduce several positive changes during the past few years, particularly through research
& technological development, Productivity improvement and the development of the
infrastructure facilities. Accordingly, it has been possible to create a suitable background for
conversion of subsistence agriculture into commercial oriented agriculture.
All these policy planning in the sector aim at building a strong local agricultural
economy which makes higher contribution from agriculture to the gross Domestic production
(CDP)
Arrangements are being made to secure the active contribution of the Government,
governmental organizations and community organizations to achieve this target. I would like
to remind with gratitude the support being extended by heads of developments/ institutions
including their staff towards achieving the set targets.
I also remind with honor the home Minister of Agriculture, Duminda Dissanayaka
and leadership towards the establishment of agricultural economy of the highest possible
level.
My sincere thanks are due for Heads of Departments, Institution and Companies
operating under this Ministry and their entire staff for their co-operation and support
extended in providing information required for publication of this progress report,
particularly to the planning Division for undertaking this very important task.

B. Wijayaratne
Secretary
Ministry of Agriculture
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Introduction
The Ministry of Agriculture which is committed on food security and national
prosperity enhances the national leading role of the agricultural development via
implementing national operation of empowering the farmer community by encouraging local
food production.
The development programmes in the year 2016 is implementing with the aim of
building sufficient agricultural economy via strengthening local food production sectors mainly
focus around the three year mid term programme “National Food Production Programme”
(2016-2018). The departments, statutary bodies and public enterprises affiliated to the
Ministry has directry contributed regarding same.
The multiple development programmes such as food production and productivity
improvements, agricultural sector development in identified specific areas, promotion of
Home gardening, “Gamdora” programme, establishment of Hela Bojun sales centers, fruit
village programme, etc are implemented islandwide under the supervision of the Ministry,
and provisions of Rs. 2100 Mn has been allocated by the budget estimates 2016.
It could be marked special milestones in agricultural sector by the special projects
implemented, such as, providing cash subsidy up to maximum level of Rs. 50,000/- per
annum up to 02 hectres covering the both seasons yala and maha, instead of providing
subsidy fertilizers to the paddy farmers, provide loan facilities on affordable interest rates to
establish organic fertilizer production as commercial business in Sri Lanka, develop the
minor irrigation systems and abondened paddy lands, rehabilitation of small lakes and canals,
and encourage self seed production to increase the availability of effective and quality seeds
through public and private sector seed producers.
Accordingly, our responsibility is to increase the value and quality of paddy
production, add the value and productivity of the additional crops, maintain the sustainablity
and quality of crops, reduce post harvest losses, implement agri research and training
programmes, increase the quality of agricultural sector via promoting farmer welfare,
marketing and comsumption.
The Ministry is subject to carry out the process of policy implementation, guidance,
monitoring, and evaluation of the performance and progress review of the institutions which
is under the supervision of the Ministry.
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Institutions under the Ministry

Department of Agrarian Development

Department of Agriculture

Hector Kobbekaduwa Agrarian
Research and Training Institute

Sri Lanka Council for
Agricultural Research Policy

The Institute of Post Harvest
Technology

Agricultural and Agrarian
Insurance Board

National Food Promotion Board

National Fertilizer Secretariat

Lanka Phosphate Limited

Colombo Commercial Fertilizer
Company Limited

Ceylon Fertilizer Company Limited
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Vision
“A Vibrant and Dynamic
Agricultural Sector for
Food Security and National Prosperity”

Mission
“To achieve, globally competitive production,
processing and marketing enterprises with socially
acceptable, innovative and commercially-oriented
agriculture, through sustainable management of natural
resources of the country”
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“Sustainable Development Goals and
Contribution of the Ministry of Agriculture”

It was identified “17 Sustainable Development
Goals” which should be globally achieved in
the year 2030, at the United Nations
Sustainable Development Conference held in
New York, United States of America in year
2015.
The Sri Lankan Government has completely
agreed to ensure these globalization
development goals. From these goals, 13 has
engaged with the agricultural sector. Hence the
Ministry of Agriculture and the institutions
engaged to implement the development
programmes and projects and achieve these
goals accordingly.
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01. Organizational Structure
Establishment and legal functions, Postal Division, Library and Record Room are
included in the Establishment Division. Particular the general administration of the Ministry
and Mantentes of the building are the understandings of this division which perform the
following functions.

1.1.

Administration and Human Resourse Division.

The Administration and Human Resourse Division Consists with establishment, legal
works, post, library and record room. Especially the ministerial normal administration works
and maintenance of the building are carried out by this devision. Accordingly following
functions is being conducting by the division.
Matters relating to all personal files of the Ministry staff and the Minister‟s staff.
Duties relating to attendance leave railway warrants and season tickets.
Matters relating to payment of overtime, holiday payments and travelling expenses to
the Ministry staff and staff of the Ministry.
4.
Matters relating to having approval for posts under financial Regulations 71
5.
Duties relating to the filling of vacancies, recruitments, appointments, promotions and
transfers
6.
Activities relating to recruitment to the ministry.
7.
Obtaining assets and liabilities of staff grade officers and submission of the annual
Performance Report of the Ministry to Parliament.
8.
Human Resource Management‟ Foreign Training Activities.
9.
Duties relating to Attorney power.
10. Duties relating to general administration including loads, buildings, official welters etc.
1.
2.
3.

1.2. Finance Division
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

Making expenses utilizing provisions allocated under Appropriation Bill and maintaining
Advance Account of public servants.
Estimation of income and expenses of the Ministry and co-ordination of activities relating
to annual estimates of Departments and Institutions under its purview.
Financial supervision of the Department of Agriculture and other institutions coming
under the purview of the Ministry by issuing necessary instructions/guidance.
Maintain and supervision of inventories of fixed assets, consumable items and
administration of stores.
Conducting annual surveys and follow-up activities.
Allocation of funds and provision to all provincial/ district secretaries, Departments and
Statutory Institutes for implementing development projects and examine expenditure
reports comparing with Treasury Computer Printouts.
Coordination of auditing of projects to be implemented by the Ministry and
Departments/Institutuions coming under its purview.
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8. Replying queries raised by the Public Accounts Committee and the COPE.
9. Fertilizer Vote Controlling and management of related commitments
10. Fertilizer subsidy cash payments and their accounting activities.
11. Payment of salaries to the staff and related activities.
In order to carry out duties of the financial division in an efficient and productive manner,
this division is functioning under two Chief Accountants and three Accountants, sectorwise
as Financial Management, Fund Projects, payments and Accounts.

1.3. Agriculture Development Division
Agriculture Development Division is responsible for monitoring and co-ordination of the
Agriculture development programmes implemented by the Department of Agriculture, the
Department of Agrian Development, Provincial Departments of Agriculture, and other
institutes affiliated to the Ministry.
Under the Food Production National Programme which has been implementing since
2016,crop production programmes are being implemented islandwide aimed at increasing
local food production and ensuring food security of paddy and supplementary crops like
maize , ground nuts, green gram, soya, big onion, red onion, chilli, potato, gingerly ,black
gram, cowpea, finger millet, vegetable and fruits.
Their objective is to increase the productivity of paddy production from 4.1mt/ha to 5.0
mt/ha, reduce production cost by adopting soil conservation methods in respect of maize
cultivation, increase chille production by 50% aimed at minimizing chilli imports, produce
quality seed and increase store facilities for potato cultivation, increase cultivation extent and
productivity through minimization of production cost of gingerly, black gram, cowpea, and
finger millet cultivations, increase fruit production through establishment of fruit villages to
increase local fruit production and to promote home gardening aimed at meeting nutrition
requirements of the family.
In addition the development division is involved in the process of formulating a National
Agriculture Policy in association with the relevant State Institutes, Provincial Councils and
private sector institution implementation of programmes to make Agriculture a profitable
venture aimed at gaining attraction of the youth population towards agriculture,
implementation of programmes to increase crop productivity through applying modern
technology and machanizations of agriculture and ensuring the availability of market
opportunities for local food through establishment of “Hela Bojun” sale outlets.
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1.4. Agriculture Technology Division
The Agriculture Technology Division is responsible for co- ordinating technological
supportive activities in respect of agricultural development projects/ programs being
implemented by relevant institutions in the filed of agriculture and the achievement of their
progress.
Functions:
Co- ordination of activities in relation to the provision of contribution towards agricultural
policy formulations , extend technological support for mechanization of agriculture ,
promote value addition of food productions, streamlining of plant quarantine strategies ,
monitoring of seed certification and plant conservation, recommendation of tax concession,
co-ordination of 37 projects to cover 04 fields under food production National program 2016
-2018 and co-ordination of providing 148 rain covers in respect of big anion seed production
under 50% farmer contribution. Scope of work of the Natural Resource Management
Division has also been assigned to this Division with effect from 07.09.2016 Accordingly the
implementation of the falling of Trees (control) Act and regulations made thereunder and
duties relating to the Soil Conservation Act have been the responsibility of this Division.

1.5 Planning Monitoring and Evalution Division
Development activities in the field of agriculture are planned based on national requirement
and in line with the integrate approach. Making arrangements to implement those plans
through Departments and Institutions affliated to the Ministry , provision of nessasory
guidance, review of financial and physical progress in keeping with provisions allocated are
performed by the Planning Division which include;
i.

ii.

iii.

Obtain new project proposals through all institutions of the Ministry before the end of
August every year, development of those proposals as required by
the Department o f National Budget and submit successful proposal to the
Department of National Planning and the National Budget Department with the
approval of the Secretary.
Obtain and revise project proposal form the relevant departments/ institutions to be
implemented in line with the annual budget proposals (budget speech made annually
in Parliament) depending on the provisions allocated to the Ministry for the relevant
year and submit the same to the National Budget Department and the Department of
National Planning for recommendations / approval and co- ordinating all activities
relating to the allocation of provision.
Submission of annual action plan to be prepared in keeping with provisions allocated
by the General Treasury for year through Annual Budget proposals for approval of the
Secretary. To make aware of revisions and submission of annual plans approval by
the Ministry of Agriculture to the Department of National Planning and the National
Budget Department .Similarly coordinating with institutions Connecters with the
implementation of above action plans.
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iv.

v.

vi.

vii.
viii.

ix.
x.

xi.
xii.
xiii.
xiv.

1.6

Obtain progress reports in relation to the implementation of action plans on monthly,
quarterly and annual bass, and review of the progress of department programmes
monthly quarterly. Conduct progress review of development programmes as against
quality financial / physical targets of annual action plans.
Quarterly updating of the progress of the development projects over Rs.50 mn and
entering the same in the website of the project supervision Department through
Internet.
Submission of monthly progress ( financial & physical) of development programmes /
projects of the Ministry and Departments using formats introduced under Zero- based
– budgeting together with capital and recurrent to the National Budget Department.
Preparation of state investment plan of all institutions and Divisions of the Ministry.
Submission of monthly/ quarterly progress of the Ministry and Departments /
Institution operating under its preview to Department of Project Management
Ministry of policy planning, cachets of Ministers and the presidential secants.
Preparation of publications- progress of programmes projects of the year and
performance Report in all three languages and submission of the same.
Prepare and Submit reports in all three languages required by parliamentary
committees/ committees Meeting ( Public Accounts Committees / Sect oral
overnighter Committee meeting)
Formulation of result – bases monitoring and evaluation farm work and submission of
quarterly progress to project supervision Department.
Provide Data and Information requested by the Department of Information, central
banks and other state institutions.
Updating / maintaining of agricultural Data base.
Directing all development programmes towards achieving vision , mission and
objectives of the Ministry.

Internal Audit Division

Internal Audit division is a independent evaluation unit established to investigate and
evaluate the internal administration system of the ministry and provide required
recommendations regarding same. It was established a unit to implement the duties,
responsibilities and functions mentioned under F.R. 133, which is implemented under the
direct supervision of the Secretary to the Ministry of Agriculture.

Funtions of the Internal Audit Division
I.

Conducting continuous survey on adequate and proper implementation of internal
administration which was introduced in relation to ministerial duties and conducting
independent evaluation and report to the secretary regarding same.

II.

Conducting independent evaluation on development activities and proposed schemes
which is assigned to the ministry as to whether those porgrammes are streamlining on
objective of the ministry as expected and implement the same effectively and
productively and evaluate the progress and report to the secretary regarding same.
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02. Development Planning Process 2016
Agricultural development programs implemented in year 2016
Development Programme / Project
1. Fertilizer Subsidy
2. National Food Production Programme
3. Rehabilitation of small lakes and canals and development of
minor irrigation system
4. The production of seeds under public and private partnership
(PPP).
5. Organic fertilizer production and usage of stimulation
programme
6. Water, sanitation and health regulatory pilot project
7. Skills Development Programme

Allocation 2016
(Rs. Mn)
37,500
2,100
3,320
1,000
100
74
50

8. National Agricultural Research Plan (NARP)

20

9. Rice export programe

10
44,174

Total

1.1. National Food Production Programme ( 2016 - 2018 )
According to the instructions given by His Excellency President, The National Food
Production Programme 2016 - 2018, three year mid term programme has implemented with
the aim of providing solutions to the main issues obtained such as continuous growth in
demand for food in line with the population increases in relation to the food production in Sri
Lanka, import the foods which could be produced locally and which had to expend large
amount of cost regarding same, weakness of the farmers economy, having deseases such as
kidney deseases due to unnecessary fertilizer, use of agro-chemicals and bad habits,
environmental effect due to irregular use of agro-chemicals, the youth generation is away
from agriculture, and adverse impact of climate change.
This programme was initiated officially with the patronage of His Excellency
President at Iranamadu on 05.09.2015.
Main Objectives:1. Convert the country to the sufficient level on foods via local foods which could be
produced and save foreign exchange which were expended on importing foods.
2. Obtain high quality foods commonly via following environmental friendly methods
and via reducing the use of chemical fertilizer and pesticides
3. Create food security by regularly manange the additional food resources.
4. Introduce and implement crop production progrmme base on agro echological zones.
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5. Increse productivity by proper manufacturing techniques in production stage.
6. Build proper coordination among each and every instituitons engaged in local food
production process and engage this programme with the day-to-day life of community
in schools, civil society and public.
7. Provide quality inputs to the food producers and create proper marketing strategies for
their productions.

Signing “Wadduwa Declaration”
The Wadduwa Statement has been signed with the purpose of jointly implement
similar methods and mechanisms to conduct food production projects / programmes in each
and every provincial councils while considering the importance of conducting food
production programme based on agro ecological zones, to ensure the food security which was
emphazised in the National Food Production Programme on food production, using the
limited resources available regarding same.
- Collective Unity Signing “Wadduwa
Declaration”

Objectives of signing Wadduwa Declaration:To achieve the targets of National Food Production Programme while integratedly implement
with Provincail Councils.

 Obtain effective service by network system up to rural level which maintained by the


Provincial Councils.
Minimize the secondary programmes while achiving national tragets.
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2.1.1. Food Crop Production and Productivity Improvements
i.)


Maize Production and Productivity Improvements

Allocation: Rs. 31 Mn
Local Requirments Mt :- 400,000
Local Production Mt :- 290,747

Growing season
 Yala
:- March - June
 Maha
:- October - January
 Intermediate :- Growing Areas
:- Anuradhapura, Monaragala, Badulla,
Hambanthota, Rathnapura, Ampara,
Area of land cultivated
:- 85,912 ha
Harvest mt/ha
:- 4 >

Objectives:




Promote seed production with the objective of providing local hybrid seeds (MI maize
H1).
Provide hybrid seeds to farmers as a short term solution with the objective of promote
production.
Enhansing soil conservation and nutrition.
New hybrid corn production which suits the country by researches.

Activities:





Provide seeds by 50% of subsides to promote cultivation in new area to increase the area
of cultivationand motivate farmers about soil conservation in the maize cultivation area
by financial assistance.
Create awareness among farmers on sanhemps to minimize the use of chemical fertilizers.
to promote the mechanization of maize crops.
Increse the seed productin of MI maize H1, the local maize variety.

Progress:



Provide 13,200 Kg of seeds for 1100 ha.
40% farmers have been trained.
Actions have been taken to purchase machineries of Seeder and Weeder.
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ii.)

Chilli Production and Productivity Improvements
Allocation Rs. 153.3 Mn

Local Requirments Mt:-

Green Chilli
Dry Chilli
Local Production Mt :78,247
48,040 MT of Dry chili is imported.

35,000
55,000

Growing season
 Yala
:- March - August
 Maha
:- September – Febrauary
 Intermediate
:- Growing Areas
:- Mahaweli System H and C, Anurdhapura,
Matale, Monaragala, Ampara, Kurunegala, Puttalam, Mulative, Jaffna,
Area of land cultivated
:- 14,887 ha
Harvest mt/ha
:- 5

Production Improvement Strategies::







Provide new local hybrid seeds and the the variants according to requirements to
encourage the farmers.
Provide sprinklers to 400 farmers for 150 hec, introduce chili plant for gardening, provide
plants, 1,000 kgs of seeds for 1000 hec has provided under 50% contribution.
Introduce value added methods to farmers.
Establish 6 seed production villages.
Research:Identifying new variants with high yield and resistence for leave shrink desease and other
deseases.
Produce variants that are resistant to drought.
Increase the efficiency of water and fertilizer through the introduction of new agronomic
techniques.
Activities:-







Construct 810 agricultural wells and 72 rain covers with 50% government contribution to
promote the chili cultivation in off season.
Provide seeds to new cultivators through 50% government contribution to increase the
extent of chili cultivation. 200 kg of seeds has already provided.
Increase the availability of seeds, perform the related marketing chain by manufacturers,
facilitate and establish 10 distinct villages for the same.
Refer the cultivators to new technology.
Provide sprinklers, tarpolin under 50% government contributions.
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Progress:- All the projects are in implementing stage and 100 % of progress will be
expected by the end of the year.

iii.)

Green gram Production and Productivity Improvements



Allocation Rs. 11.0 Mn
Local Requirments Mt
Local Production Mt

:- 21,641
:- 23,218

Growing season
 Yala
:- April - July
 Maha
:- October – February
 Intermediate :- February – April, July - October
Growing Areas
:- Monaragala, Hambanthota, Trinco,
Anuraghapuraya, Matale, Ampara
Area of land cultivated
:- 13,768
Harvest mt/ha
:- 1.7
:It has been reached to self-sufficient stage by completing the domestic consumer
demand due to increase of green gram production, since 2 more intermediate seasons were
identified in addition to two main seasons Yala and Maha seasons.
Objectives:





Increase the extent of green gram cultivation, increase productivity.
Provide attractive and stable price to cultivators.
Introduce new cultivation method such as stubble cultivation method to decrease the
cost.
Motivate the cultivators for green pea cultivation which is more profitable.
Achieve nutrition requirements while enhance the food security.

Production Improvement Strategies : Increase the extent of cultivation area and increase the production through the
intermediate cultivation in addtition to two main seasons.
 Provide quality seeds required.
 Proposed to give minimum price of Rs. 160.00 to farmers for green peas.
 Obtain private sector contribution for collect the production. (1 kg will be bought by
Cargills Ltd for Rs. 155.00)
Long Term Research Program : Introduce short term highly yield variants which resist deseases and pests production.
 Introduce variants which minimize the post harvest losses and weevils damages.
 Produce variants that are resistant to drought.
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Activities:

Provide green pea seeds to cultivators under 50% government contribution to promote
green pea cultivation in new cultivation area. It was provided 277 kgs green pea seeds
under this.
Already established 5 villages under the programme of introducing green pea production
villages.
Provide split sprouts machine to farmers organization in free manner to promote vale
added production.
Generate seed production programme in the level of farmers and farmer organization.





Progress:




800 hectres were cultivated in non cultivated areas up to this.
75 % of targeted cultivation mpdels were completed.
1,500 farmers were trained by 50 training programmes.
180,000 kgs of green peas for 7,000 hectres were provided under 50% contribution by
the Ministry and 167,500 seeds were provided with the involment of President
Secretariat.
Actions has been taken to provide machineries and triple layer bags is provided strore
the seeds. Presently, it has spread out the cultivation via 24,000 hec islandwide.



iv.)

Big Onion Production and Productivity Improvements



Allocation Rs. 23.3 Mn
Local Requirments Mt
Local Production Mt

:- 241,629
:- 73,176

Growing season
 Yala
:- March – July
 Maha
:-  Intermediate :- December – April
Growing Areas
:- Matale, Anurdhapura, Mahaweli system,
Monaragala, Hambanthota, Ampara, Rathnapura
Area of land cultivated
:- 13,768 ha
Harvest mt/ha
:- 20

Production Improvement Strategies:


Provide quality seeds which require increasing the production.
Provide Rain Shelters which require on cultivation in off season.
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Activities and Progress:

Provide sprinklers and seeds to farmers under 50 % government contribution to promote
onion cultivation in off seasons.
Establish Big Onion Villages. It was established in Galenbidunu Wewa, Mannar and
Hambantota district.
Distributed 5,500 kgs of big onions for area of 1,100 hec, which was damaged by flood.




v.)

Paddy Production and Productivity Improvements

Local Requirments Mt :- 2.27 Mn
Local Production Mt
:- 4.6 Mn

Growing season
 Yala
:- April –September
 Maha
:- October – February
 Intermediate :- Growing Areas
:- All Iland
Area of land cultivated
:- 1,194,424 ha
Harvest mt/ha
:- 4.2


The paddy production was reached to self-sufficient stage and it was targeted to increase
land productivity by this programme. Accordingly it was targeted 200 bushels per arc in
dry zones, 120 bushels in intermediate zones and 80 bushels in wet zones.



This programme is implementing to increase the average harvest of national paddy
production from 89 to 106 bushels for one arc (4.3 to 5.3 Mt/Ha) and to obtain high
quality production.
Objectives:






Decrese the usage of pesticide and regulate the chemical fertilizer usage by
environmental friendly policies.
Obtain higher yields through the introduction of mechanization.
Experience the farmers on efficient network management
Increase the farmers‟ income by increasing the number of seasons cultivated.
Introduce crop diversification for paddy lands.
Decrease the manufacturing cost of paddy production.

Activities:


Conduct yaya models to promote the use of Trans planters, Seeders and Power
Weeders
Introduce soil testing and color indicators to promote effective fertilizer usage in paddy
cultivation.
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Impement programmes onn high quality seed production.
Conduct demonstrations to introduce new technology.
Encourage faremrs to apply fertilizer after test the siol typein ther land.

Progress:




vi.)


It has been completed 3,044 siol tests in Agrarian Service Centre level and purchased
essential chemical metrials for same.
Actions have been taken to purchase 10,000 color indicators.
35 yaya models were completed
170 farmers training on seed production were completed.

Big Onion Production and Productivity Improvements
Allocation Rs. 20.0 Mn
Local Requirments MT :- 73,578
Local Production MT
:- 89,648

Growing season
 Yala
:- May – September
 Maha
:- January – April
 Intermediate :- Growing Areas
:- Trinco, Jaffna, Mulative, Battticaloa, Puttalam,
Rathnapura, Anuradhapura, Kilinochchi
Area of land cultivated
:- 9,418 ha
Harvest mt/ha
:- 11.2
85 % of annual local requirements of red onion has been produced locally.
Objectives:


Increse productivity and decrease production cost of a unit.
Increse real seed production and usage same.

Activities: Provide seeds to farmers under 50% government contributions to promote red onion
cultivation.
 Provide rain shelters under 50% government contribution for off season cultivation.
 Provide reliefs on bulbs, mesh covers, polithene, and vernalization facilities.
 Intoduce the use of Micro Irrigation Systems organic fertilizer.
Progress:

Benificairies has been selected and providind rain covers to them are in process.
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vii.)

Groundnut Production and Productivity Improvements



Allocation Rs. 22.9 Mn
Local Requirments Mt
Local Production Mt

:- 28,000
:- 26,315

Growing season
 Yala
:- April - August
 Maha
:- October – March
 Intermediate :- Growing Areas
:- Monaragala, Mulathive, Kurunegala,
Anurdhapura, Mahaweli system
Area of land cultivated
:- 16,670 ha
Harvest mt/ha
:- 15
Objectives:





Increase the cultivation extent up to 12,000 hec.
Increse the quality and decrease the production cost by introducing mechanization and
new technology.
Introduce suitable water mamagement technology.
Motivate farmers on high quality self seed production.
Promote value added production method among farmers.

Activities: Provide seeds to farmers under 50% government contributions to promote cultivation in
new area.
 Provide machineries to groundnut cultivators under 50% government contributions.
Provide Pod Remover and Decorticater for the same.
 Provide water spread system and water pumps under 50% government contribution.
 Provide seeds to farmers‟ organization with the purpose of high quality seed production
under 50% government contributions.
Progress:




Provide 3,720 kgs of seeds to farmers.
Provide 160 Mt certified seeds for seed production.
Conducted 70 training programmes.
186 Mt of quality seeds has been stored and will be provided to cultivate in next
season.
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viii.)


Cowpea Production and Productivity Improvements
Allocation Rs. 6.6 Mn

Local Requirments Mt :- 15,482
Local Production Mt
:- 21,426

Growing season
 Yala
:- April – July
 Maha
:- November - January
 Intermediate :- Growing Areas
:- Monaragala, Hambanthota, Ampara, Battticaloa,
Vaunia, Kurunegala, Kilinochchi
Area of land cultivated
:- 15,238 ha
Harvest mt/ha
:- 1.4

This programme is implementing with the purpose of increasing the cowpea production and
to reach to self sufficient level accordingly.
Activities:

Provide seeds to farmers under 50% government contributions to promote cultivation in
new area in intermediate seasons.



Provide seeds to farmers under 50% government contributions to promote quality seed
production.



Promote mechanization among farmers to reduce the production cost.

Progress:

New cultivations were completed in 286.9 hec of new area.



Actions have been taken to provide mnachineries.
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ix.)


Black gram Production and Productivity Improvements

Allocation Rs. 4.8 Mn
Local Requirments Mt :- 15,745
Local Production Mt
:- 10,477

Growing season
 Yala
:- March – July
 Maha
:- October – February
 Intermediate :- Growing Areas
:- Monaragala, Hambanthbota, Ampara,
Battticaloa, Vaunia, Kurunegala, Puttalam, Mahaweli system
Area of land cultivated
:- 10,844 ha
Harvest mt/ha
:- 1
This programme is implementing with the purpose of increasing the black gram production
and to reach to self sufficient level accordingly. Cultivation has been carried out under lower
water supply method in the fields and under utilized lands for the same.
Activities: Provide seeds to farmers under 50% government contributions to promote cultivation in
new area in intermediate seasons.
 Provide seeds to farmers under 50% government contributions to promote certified seed
production and self seed production.
 Promote mechanization among farmers to reduce the production cost.
 Provide seeders and weeders to farmers‟ organization to promote mechanization among
farmers.
 Conduct demonstrations to introduce mechanization according to value added production
promotion related to gram.

Progress: 1425 kg of certified and registered seeds were distributed in yala season 2016 among
farmers.
 Conducted 05 farmer trainings.
 Procurement process of machineries is implementing.
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x.)

Sesame Production and Productivity Improvements



Allocation Rs. 8.7 Mn
Local Requirments Mt :- 6,000
Local Production Mt
:- 11,290

Growing season
 Yala
:- October – February
 Maha
:- March – July
 Intermediate :- Growing Areas
:- Monaragala, Hambanthota, Vaunia, Kurunegala,
Kilinochchi, Anuradhapura, Badulla, Mulathive
Area of land cultivated
:- 13,824 ha
Harvest mt/ha
:- 1.2
Objetives: Increase the extent of sesame cultivation.
 Increase the standard of sesame production as appropriate to the export.
 Promote mechanization among farmers to reduce the production cost.
Activities: Provide seeds under 50% government contribution to extent cultivation area with the
purpose of increasing sesame production.
 Establish seed production villages to promote high quality and self seed production.
 Promote mechanization among farmers to reduce the production cost.
Progress: The seeds are issued to farmers to cultivate in new areas and 50% of farmers contribution
is being gathering.
 Distributed 5000 leaflets.
 Actions have been taken to purchase machineries.
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xi.)

Finger millet Production and Productivity Improvements



Allocation Rs. 11.0 Mn

Local Requirments Mt
Local Production Mt

:- 12,000
:- 5,046

Growing season
 Yala
:- April – August
 Maha
:- September – February
 Intermediate :- Growing Areas
:- Monaragala, Hambanthota, Anuradhapura, Badulla
Area of land cultivated
:- 4,127 ha
Harvest mt/ha
:- 1.2
This programme is implemented to increase the local level demand of finger millet.
Objectives:



Introduce high yield methods to farmers.
Motivate farmers on cultivation.
Increase the efficiency and productivity of land usage.

Activities: Provide seeds to farmers on 50 % relief basis to increase production extent.
 Provide seeds to farmers on 50 % relief basis to promote the self-production.
 Establish models to promote new technology packages among farmers
 Provide seeders and seed separate machineries to farmers‟ societies in free manner to
reduce the production cost by mechanization.
Progress: 63 kgs of certified seeds and 28 registered seeds were distributed among farmers.
 Programmes on adoption to the harvest cutter machineries is conducting Matale farm.
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xii.)

Potato Production and Productivity Improvements

Allocation Rs. 328.27 Mn
Local Requirments Mt :- 194,000
Local Production Mt
:- 115,818
Imported Amount Mt :- 141,555

Growing season
 Yala

:- May – September (Badulla), June – August
(Nuwaraeliya)
 Maha
:- October – February (Badulla), February – May
(Nuwaraeliya), October – March (Jaffna)
 Intermediate :- Growing Areas
:- Nuwaraeliya, Badulla, Jaffna, Puttalam
Area of land cultivated
:- 7,510 ha
Harvest Mt/ha
:- 16

Year
2015
2016

Production (Mt)
88,660
117,423

Import (Mt)
141,555
122,674

Area which cultivated potatoes in Sri Lanka:Average
Expected Harvest
Harvest
(Mt)
(Mt/ha.)
3500
16
56,000
Badulla
2400
20
48,000
Nuwara Eliya
95
16
1,520
Jaffna
05
16
80
Puttalam
According to above table, the national requirements could not be fulfilled. The main
reason is that the limited area extent which suit in the cultivation due to climate effects.
District



 Extent of
Cultivation (ha.)



The potatoes is mainly produced in Nuwara Eliya and Badulla districts and small amount i.e.
100 hec has been produced in Jaffna and Puttalam district.



The progrmaae has carried out to increase the quality of potato seeds which produced by the
farmers and it is mainly 80 % of entire requirements. This is the Basic seed propagation
technology (G0) manufacturing method. It could be saved by this, about Rs. 200 Mn which was
expended for exporting potatoes annually.



In the year 2015 and 2016, it was produced 1097 Mt and 1051.1 Mt of potato seeds (G0)
respectively, and distributed among 1200 farmers. It has planned to produce 200,000 seeds
in next 03 seasons. (G3)
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Accordingly, it could be increased 1875 Mt of potato seed production in the year 2016, since
the extent of cultivation area has been increased by 1500 hec from 2015 to 2016.
Year
2015
2016

Reqirements of
Potato Seeds (Mt)
12,500
14,375

Cutlivated
Area (ha)
5,000
6,500



It is expected to increase the national productivity of the potatoes up to 17.9 Mt in the year
2017 which was obtained as 15 Mt in the year 2015.



It is expected to reduce the amount to Rs. 4000-5000 from Rs. 9000-14000 for a potato seed
bag of 50 kg.



It was imposed import duty (Rs. 40/- per 01kg) which continues annually to protect the local
farmers. Hence it could be pass the expected targets of potato production and the extent area
of cultivation as follows.

Extent Area (ha)
Production (Mt)

Targets Expected in
2016
5,750
97,750

Targets Achieved
in 2016
6,750.2
117,432



The limited area of cultivation, the harvest time is being limited to 06 month, lack of high
quality potato seeds and expensive of the same, lack of stores facilities, are the main
limitation to increase the local potato production.



It has been expired the pototo seeds before distributing, which produce by the farmers since
the lack of proper store facilities available in the Nuwara Eliya district. To prevent this issue,
the freezer store with the capacity of 250 Mt is being constructed in Nuwara Eliya district.
Hence it could be provided high quality local potato seeds to farmers in Nuwara Eliya district
under minimum cost.
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2.1.2 Input Management (Farm mechanization)
Allocations Rs.150 Mn.
One main objective of the National Food
Production Programme is that increase the productivity
using technical methods and the input management is
implemented to promote the farm mechanization among
the farmers.

Objectives:1. Provide poison free healthy agricultural productions to public through promote
mechanization instead of chemical methods.
2. Try to get attraction of the young generation who are run away from the traditional
farming in agriculture.
3. Provide solution to labour issue, one of the main issues obtained in Agricultural sector
through farm mechanization.
4. Reduce production cost and increase the profit by remain the time and labour through
the farm mechanization.
5. Increase the indirect employees via promoting the service providers for engaged
services by farm mechanization.
6. Following machineries will be provided to the farmers organizations in free manner
and 50% subsidies.

 Paddy Cultivation

- Trans Planters, Power Weeders,
Seeders

 Maize

- Threshers, Seeders, Ridgers

 Additional Food

- Seeders, Decorticaters, Millet
Seeds separate machines,
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2.2. Major Programmes of the Ministry
2.2.1. Fruit Village Programme
Allocations Rs.194 Mn.
It is expected to establish 15,000 fruit villages in the year 2016 under this programme
and 2000 fruit villages has established for year 2016. 170 villages were established as
undergrowth planting of coconut cultivation and Rs. 194 Mn were allocated regarding same.
Objectives:








Increase the daily consumption of fruits per capita up
to 200 g which is presently 100g and increase the
nutrition level of public.
Promote the fruit variants with high productivity
which was identified by the Department of
Agriculture among public.
Motivate entrepreneurs for value added production
related to fruits.
Provide additional income to farmer community.
Promote to cultivate suitable fruits for agroecological zones.
Promote fruit cultivation as undergrowth plant in
maximum use of coconut cultivation and increase the
income accordingly.

Implementation of the Programme:



This programme is implemented in all the districts islandwide and it would be provided at
least 900 fruit plants for one fruit village.
Fruits will be cultivated as undergrowth plants of coconut cultivation mainly target in
Western and North Western Provinces.
1123 fruit villages were presently established.

2.2.2.

Farmer Subsidy Cash Grant Programme

The direct farmer subsidy grant programme has been stopped after the Maha season
2015/16 and it has initiated farmer subsidy cash grant programme in Yala season of 2016.
It is expected to achieve following objectives and targets by new method.
1. Decrease the high fertilizer usage by the farmers.
2. Farmer could identify the requirement of fertilizer due to his cultivation surface area and
he has opportunity to purchase the amount as his need only.
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3. Reduce the adverse conditions effect to environment using fertilizers by I and 2.
4. Control the deseases such as kidney desease and blue birth status, which was identified as
the deseases due to high fertilizer usage.
5. Promote poison free farming by providing opportunities to manufacture organic fertilizer
and use the same on farmers‟ discretion.
6. Empower the farmer economically and support farmers on farming with pride.
7. Remain foreign exchange.




Farmer Subsidy Cash Grant Progrmme – progress 2016 :Maximum amount of cash subsidy for paddy cultivation is Rs. 50,000/- per annum
(maximum up to 02 hectares) covering both seasons yala and maha.
Maximum amount of cash subsidy for other field crops (potato/ onion /chilli / soya /
maize) is Rs. 10,000/- per annum (maximum up to 01 hectares) covering both seasons.
1. Progress of Yala Season 2016
No. of Farmers
- 760,347
Land Extent of Cultivation (ha)- 513,223.18
Subsidy Amount Rs. Mn
- 6,468.6
2. Expected Targets for Maha Season 2016/17
No. of Farmers
Land Extent of Cultivation (hec)
Subsidy Amount Rs. Mn

- 855,000
- 960,000
- 10,687.5

Finacial Progress / Farmer Subsidy Programme 2016 (Fertilizer)
Rs. 37,500 Mn

Allocations 2016

Payments up to 30. 10.2016
Payments on Direct Fertilizer Subsidy under the Farmer Subsidy Programme (Old)


Paddy cultivation Rs. 10,643.61 Mn



Other crops except paddy Rs. 3,747.98 Mn
Payments on Fertilizer Subsidy Cash Granting under the Farmer Subsidy Programme
(New Method)
Yala season 2016 Rs. 6,468.57 Mn
Expected Payments prior to 31.12.2016
Payments on Direct Fertilizer Subsidy under the Farmer Subsidy Programme (Old
method)
Rs. 3,189.84 Mn
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Payments on Fertilizer Subsidy Cash Granting under the Farmer Subsidy Programme
(New Method)
Maha season 2016/17 Rs. 10,687.5 Mn

Progress of the Farmer Subsidy Cash Grant Programme – Yala Season 2016
District
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Colombo
Gampaha
Kalutara
Kandy
Matara
Nuwara Eliya
Galle
Matale
Hambantota
Kurunegala
Puttalam
Anuradhapura
Polonnaruwa
Badulla
Moneragala
Rathnapura
Kegalle
Ampara
Trincomalee
Baticaloa
Kilinochchi
Mulaitivu
Mannar
Vavuniya
Jaffna
Total

2.2.3.

No. of
Farmers
3,490
16,864
22,684
29,606
32,292
11,971
18,918
25,220
45,926
143,883
23,465
97,621
61,423
41,143
24,283
21,029
17,151
57,392
22,933
17,607
3,316
7,208
6,611
4,709
3,602
760,347

Extent of Land
( hec)
1,378.302
6,089.81
9,302.019
11,521.890
13,755.85
4,823.020
8,300.137
13,895.110
35,767.820
73,812.802
18,732.419
89,172.804
60,589.08
20,122.247
14,616.100
10,016.726
5,035.630
57,639.38
21,645.34
21,590.260
2,615.000
5,654.900
2,311.800
3,164.800
1,669.940
513,223.18

Amount (Rs.Mn)
17.1256
80.8139
117.5458
148.1843
178.4708
60.7124
105.6218
177.5524
448.7416
940.7561
234.8040
1,109.0840
757.3310
255.1623
182.9341
127.2910
68.6270
722.0835
271.3750
269.8783
32.6875
70.6863
28.8975
39.5600
22.6463
6,468.5720

Home Gardening Promotion Programme

Allocation Rs. 226 Mn
It is expected to implement 500,000 of home gardens in 25,000 villages with the aim
of ensuring the food and nutrition security of the family and it is implementing 300,000 home
gardens under the first stage of this programme.
Objectives



Improve the economic status of the family whereby able to achieve food and nutrition
security of the family through the gardening and reduce the costs accordingly.
Improve the family food consumption patterns through the consumption of fresh fruits
and vegetables.
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Improve the family health through the toxic free foods.
Being able to live in the neighborhood decorated and builds a friendly environment
through waste management.
Introducte new technologies in small space available to cultivate effectively.
Maintain food security and the environment through the promotion of environmentally
friendly farming methods.
Motivate the youths to home gardening on promoting use of modern technologies.
Support family members in enhancing the mental and physical health.
Achieve the 1/5 of annual requirements of chilli by this homr gardening programme.







Well Planned
Garden

Implementing Method: Implement this project in 14,750 villages with the aim of covering all districts in
islandwide.


Establish Female Farmer Organization “සිதමු” (Sithamu) by selecting 20 benificiaries
from one village and implement the program through said organizations.



Female Farmer Organization “සිதමු” (Sithamu) was established in 14,750 villages.






Train 9,700 ARPA on new gardening technologies and new land decorations.
Train benificiaries on land decorations by food crops and to develop the garden.
Provide training guidance handbook to every ARPA.
Prepare land design plan for every garden with initiative of ARPA and accordingly
maintain gardens sustainably.

Provide garden seed kits to Benficiaries
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Planting material which provided on encouraging: - It is providing five fruit plants,
garden seed kits and two types of nursery plants to one household through Female Farmer
Organization to encourage the selected female benificiaries.
Fruit Plants: - Providing 5 fruit plants value of Rs. 550.00 to one beneficiary garden which
suits to agro climate zones.
Garden seed kits: - Providing each garden seed kits to one beneficiary household unit
including 06 types of vegitable seeds which suits on zones, for the zones of lower dry zone,
lower dry zone (Nothern and Eastern Province) lower wet zone, intermediate zone and upper
wet zones.
Vegetable Nursery Plants:- Two types of nersury plants were provided as 10 20 chili
plants, 10 brinjol plants, 10 tomato plants and 10 capsicum plants for a each beneficiary
garden. These nursery plants are produced in selected beneficiary garden which was selected
by ARPA with the technical guidance of Agriculture Instructor.
Technical Guidence Leaflets: - Providing technical guidance leaflets related to gardening
due to various agro climate zones
Progress:



The inaugural ceremony of this project was held on 10th October, parellal to the Farmers
Week islandwide and the national inaugural ceremony has been held at Diulgama,
Kegalle District.
Parellel to the Farmers Week, the inaugural ceremony of Female Farmer Conference
“සිதමු”(Sithamu) was beld on 13.10.2016 at Galnewa, Anuradhapura with the patronage



participation of His Excellency President Mithreepala Sirisena.
It was completed conducting training programmes in every districts and seeds and
planting materials were provided parellal to the inaugural ceremony in several districts
and presently it was reported 65% of progress regarding same.

2.2.4.
Allocation

Prepare Networked Agricultural Database
Rs. 167.92 Mn

It is being prepared networked agricultural database with accurate and updated data
via networking 559 Agrarain Service Centers islandwide with the purpose of identifying the
requirements of the Mnistry as well as each and every institution under the Mnistry and
conducting the other development programmes including National Food Production
Programme 2016 -2018 and to grant fertilizer subsidy.

Objectives:

Provide the fertilizer subsidy to the farmers on time via registering them to Online System
on Fertilizer Subsidy Cash Grant Programme.
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Could obtain short term and long term details required to get policy decisions with the
purpose of creating future palns in agriculture.



Could share data among each and every parties who required agricultural details.



Provide opportunity to better feature management through harvest forecasting ability.



This data and information could be used by the offciers in agricultural field, researchers,
entrepreneurs, students, and university students as well as farmers community.



Could create efficient and productive coordination among institutions for the national
targets, as well as reporting information, operating agri projects and evaluation on the
same through networking all the agricultural institutions.



It would be obtained the cultivation extent of crops, details of harvest and cultivation
losses and then avoid the surplus and reduce the waste through this networked
agricultural data base. Accordingly it could be obtained fixed and higher value for
agricultural productions.

Implementing Method: It would be provided 1,158 computers and related other equipments for 559 Agraraqin
Service Centers.
 It was completed the required software preparation for this database system and the
training of offcers is on process.
 It was planed to use this database to implement the fertilizer subsidy cash grant
programme on maha season 2016/17.

2.2.5.

Gamdora Programme

Introduction:The Food Production National Programme 2016 – 2018 is being conducted
islandwide covering paddy, supplementory food, crops, vegetables, fruits cultivations as well
as organic fertilizer production and other specific agricultural activities.
“Gamdora Programme” was implemented islandwide with the participation around
10,008 officers of Department of Agrarian Development in several stages which spread out
islandwide for the purpose of carrying out the each development programmes at ground level
successfully, efficiently and productively and other several objectives.

Objectives:

Survey the farmers which farmed and non farmed using the fertilizer subsidy provided
and select the farmers which should be provided fertilizer subsidy in the next season
accordingly.
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Identify the progress of the Food Production National Programme and the issues faced
accordingly.
Share the experiences of various agricultural development programmes among officers
since the survey has been carried out by exchanging the offciers via several divisions.
Create productive coordination anomg the offciers and official agricultural institutions.




Implementing Method:

This programme was conducted in two stages. It was implemented the said programme
for 7 days from 01.08.2016 to 07.08.2016 as first stage and for 07 days from 15.08.2016
to 21.08.2016 as second stage.



Information was gathered such as details of farmers who had farmed / none farmed after
receiving fertilizer subsidy, details of lands which were not cultivated to the best level,
details of suitable farmers which could be granted fertilizer subsidy to additional crops.



Further, information were gathered on details of rural tanks, dams, canals and abandoned
paddy lands, establishment of female farmer organization, identifying suitable
benificiaries to home gardening programme and fruit village programme, create
awareness anomg farmers on organic fertilizer production, etc.



It would be easily and effectively create proper, sustainable agricultural plans in the
country using this networked information.

2.2.6.

Provide Fertilizer for Crops through Soil Analysis

Allocations Rs. 2.15 Mn
Farmers have been drawn unnecessarily use fertilizers due to the reason of utilize the
fertilizers witout siol analysis. Several environmental and health issues has arised and high
value on agricultural food production has expended accordingly
As a solution, fertilizer recommendation is providing on agrarian service authorized
area by identifying the soil nutrients level of paddy lands in each authorized area separately.
It would be expected to train the farmers on proper fertilizer usage.


Following 4 fertilizer recommendations were provided mainly for the paddy
cultivation in Sri Lanka by the Department of Agriculture.

I.

Water supplied paddy lands in dry / intermediate zone

II.

Paddy lands obtained rain in dry / intermediate zone

III.

Water supplied paddy lands in wet zone

IV.

Paddy lands obtained rain in wet zone
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The shift of the fertilizer recommendations of agrarian service centers which has analysed
under the said programme from the above recommendations which are as follows.
Venue – Kurunegala District, Agrarian Service Centre Area - Madahapola, Boraluwewa

Matter

Utilized Fertilizer
Recommendation
Fertilizer Recommendation
after soil analysis

Paddy fields cultivated
by irrigation water

Paddy fields cultivated
by rainy water

Urea

TSP

MOP

Urea

TSP

MOP

90

22

24

70

14

20

90

-

8

70

-

8

Venue – Ampara District
Agrarian Service Centre Area – Panama, Higurana
Matter

Utilized Fertilizer
Recommendation
Fertilizer Recommendation
after soil analysis

Paddy fields cultivated
Paddy fields cultivated
by irrigation water
by rainy water
UREA
TSP
MOP UREA
TSP
MOP
90

22

24

70

14

20

90

12

8

70

8

8

By the result of above mentioned soil analysis, it is ensure that there were over usage
of fertilizer and it will be more effective on providing fertilizers after analysed the soil.
Actions has been taken to compaired the soil analysis which covers entire island in the next
year and to provide fertilizer recommendation accordingly and presently is being process
regarding same.
Also, it was analysed 5,000 samples as pilot project and was provided relevant
fertilizer recommendations to the farmers via relevant agrarian service centers and directs the
farmers to use proper fertilizer by the agraian service center officials.

2.2.7. Encourage Production and Utilize the Organic Fertilizer
Allocations – Rs. 100 Mn
Several environmental issues occurred due to over usage of fertilizer, accumitate
fertilizer garbage and accumilate fertilizer to water sources. It generates harmful effects to the
livelihoods in several areas due to the reason of water pollution by the over usage of fertilizer
and the complaints were presently received from several parties that the reason for the kidney
desease in Rajarata Area is the same.
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It was recorded that our harvest volume became low since our agricultural lands were
faced in degradation due to the reason of only usage chemical fertilizers.
As a solution, it was identified that to apply organic fertilizer instead of chemical
fertilizer to increase the agricultural productivity in sustainable manner. Hence, the
programme on producing and encouraging use of organic fertilizers was implemented.
Objectives of the Project:1. Increase the entire agricultural productivity through increasing soil nutrients for
sustainable poison free agriculture.
2. Increase the fertility of soil and increase the harvest accordingly by promoting Integrated
Plant Nutrition Management System (IPNS) to increase the usage of organic fertilizer
where decrease the usage of chemical fertilizer.
3. Increase the organic fertilizer production and encourage farmers to use organic fertilizers.
4. Persuade farmers and commercial compost producers to produce high quality compost
through introducing technical method to organic fertilizer production.
5. Decrease the chemical fertilizer usage by promoting organic fertilizer production and
usage.
6. Promote high quality compost production via accurate technological methods.
7. Reduce the soil and water pollution and soil erosion by the chemical fertilizers.

Conduc Organic
fertilizer Production at
level of Agrarian
Service Centre level

Major Activities:1.



Establishment of a center of excellence for organic agriculture farming,
Makandura
Provide technology to promote poison free organic fertilizer production.
Conduct researches on organic farming and promote new technologies.
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Train farmers, producers, officers, school students, and various other groups in the society
on promoting organic fertilizer production and encourage the use of the same.



Provide instructions to develop their own production after submitting analytical reports
by the producers on their own production.
Provide technical assistance to persons who required to start copost manufacturing
agencies in commercial stage.
Provide services to the relevant parties by coordinate the compost producers, marketing
personals and the users.




2.
Establish 559 organic fertilizer units.
 Establish organic fertilizer unit in every agrarian service center and appoint trained officer
there to offered organic fertilizer producers in every ARPA division.
 Implement the said 559 units islandwide as resource centers in relation to the organic
fertilizer.
 Train and create awareness among farmers on organic fertilizers, identify the producers
and persuade them on manufactuting will be held by this unit.
3.
"Saara Lanka" Loan Programme
 This loan programme is implemented through Agrarian Banks to encourage the small
and middle level producers presently on production process and persons who are expected
to engage in organic fertilizer production.
 Provide loan facilities up to loan amount of Rs. ten lacks (Rs. one million) on relaxed bail
care for maximum of 5 years including 06 moths relief period, under 4% of interest rate.
4.
Promote Integrated Plant Nutrition Management System (IPNS)
 Promote Integrated Plant Nutrition Management System (IPNS) among farmers which
applies organic fertilizer by reducing 25% of recommended chemical fertilizer fro the
same
 5,850 demonstrations will be established islandwide through this programme and it would
be shown the increased paddy harvest volume through this process by organic fertilizer
usage.
5. Engage State Fertilizer Companies in organic fertilizer sales
 Lak Fertilizer Company Limited and Commercial Fertilizer Limited is engaged in
providing accurate standard of organic fertilizer to farmers.
6. Offered common quality organic fertilizer
 The Deaprtment of Agriculture would be issued certificate to issue the standard organic
fertilizer produced by organic fertilizer producers after guaranting the said production.
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2.2.8.

Establish Hela Bojun Sales Centers

The programme of establishing hela bojun sales centers is implemented with the purpose of
achieving following objectives and targets with the allocations of Rs. 60.0 Mn


Promote poison free nutritious local foods among local food comsumers.



Empower the female entrepreneurs via generating job opportunities for them.



Increase the demand on agricultural production through food production via local raw
materials.



Give opportunity to get healthy local meal with higher nutrition to urban resident
comsumers on reasonable price.



Provide space on new food culture through atitudinal changes of youths and younger
generation.

Opening of Hela BojunSale Centers, Nuwara Eliya on 30.06.2016
It was established Hela Bojun Sale Cenrters at urban area in Bata Atha, Labuduwa,
Gannoruwa, Peradeniya, Anuradhapura, Kundasale, Kandy Car park, Palwehera,
Battaramulla, Pinnawala, Nuwara Eliya, Ampara, Polonnaruwa, Mahiyanganaya, by the
project initiated in year 2014 and succefully implemented same. Successfull project which
received higher demand of costomers.


Job Opportunities

-

- 449
- 300

Direct
Indirect

The daily profit of female entrepreneur is about Rs. 1,000.00 – 6,000.00. The Hela Bojun Sales
Centers will be established in the year 2017 by the request on the same.
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2.2.9. Programme on Cultivating Abandonded Paddy Lands, and
Rehabilitation of Small Lakes, Canals and Minor Irrigation
Systems.
Allocation Rs. 3,320 Mn
Objectives:01. Provide infrastructure facilities to re cultivate abdonded paddy land which could be
cultivated.
02. Use the abdonded paddy lands which could not recultivated paddy for other food crops
and provide infrastructure facility for the same.
03. Rehabilitation of irrigation systems, dams, and canals which were damaged.
04. Digging lakes and restoration the canals to control the flood and to reduce the flood
damages.
In 2016 budget speech for rehabilitation of small tanks and canals Rs. 3,320 Mn
allocated for Ministry of Agriculture and the responsibility of implementing the project Iland
wide was assigned to the Department of Agrarian Development. Accordingly 1,932 projects
is implemented in 25 districts and will be copmpleted entire programmes by the end of the
year 2016.









Abdonded tanks
Cascade
Anicut
Canals
Flood damages
Small tanks
Agri roads

25
105
731
694
243
39
95

Rehabilitation of Cement Dam, Gampaha
ගම්පහ
මෙන්ති අමුණ ප්රතිංසංකරණණ - ගම්පහ
Kaale Dam, Trincomalee
District
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It is expected to Asweddumize all abandand paddy lands which are cultivable, by the
Development Programmes implemented by the Department of Agrarian Development.



In line with Food Production National Programme 2016-2018, under rehabilitation of
small Irrigation and canals and Asweddumizing abandand paddy lands. It is expected
to recultivate 30,000 hectre of paddy lands and to benefit 175,000 farmers Families
Island wide.

Progress:- It is expected to complete entire projects by the end of this year.

2.2.10. Introducing a methodology to meet seed paddy
requirement of farmers themselves by utilizing registered
seed paddy under parachute method
Non use of quality seed paddy by farmers is one of the contributory factors towards
restricting the increase of productivity in paddy cultivation. This problem could be averted by
disseminating high-yielding and quality paddy varieties recommended by the Department of
Agriculture.
The other problem is production cost taking higher value with regard to paddy
production. Encouraging farmers to engage in self-seed production to meet their requirement
under food production National Programme has been identified as are methodology towards
achieving reduction in production cost on paddy cultivation. Thorough production of seed
paddy under parachute Method by utilizing parachute trays, 100Kg of seed paddy those seeds
are sufficient for cultivation of 2 ½ ares in the coming season.

Implement Yaya Demonstrates Covering 41
Agrarian Service Authorized Areas in
Anuradhapura District
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In comparsion with traditional methods cultivation of paddy under parachute Method
it will be possible to reduce seed paddy requirement by 75%. Furthermore its positive impact
on natural weed controlling is helpful towards reducing agro-chemical use. In addition
minimization of labour requirement by about 90%, possibility of initiating cultivation by
avoiding unfavorable environmental conditions and facilitating nursery Keeping and the
possibility of undertaking cultivation successfully even under weak soil condition are the
other contributory above factors for increasing profit margin under parachute Method of
cultivation. All the above maximize the profit by reducing production cost.
Accordingly, this project was launched as a pilot project in Anuradhapura and
Polonnaruwa districts which being two main paddy cultivating districts to achieve the above
objectives under which selected farmers were provided with 1 kg each of traditional paddy
and parachute trays free of charge.

2.2.11. Good Agricultural Practices Programme (GAP)
Objectives:1. Ensure the safe of the food production
2. Ensure the quality of food production
3. Obtain local market opportunity
4. Generate supply network locally based on super markets
5. Experience good agricultural proctices among public
Activities:1. Convert commercial farms to GAP certified demonatrated markets.
2. Establish new exported GAP certified farms
3. Converts the horticultural farms which belongs to Department of Agriculture and
Provincial Departments of Agriculture to GAP certified farms
4. Develop Agricultural Production Packing Centres
5. Implement awareness programmes and training programmes.
6. Organize field visits for members in the GAP certified farmers organizations.

Certification under the export
agricultural organic production
and good agricultural practices
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2.2.12. Establishment of Demonstration for new Agricultural
Technologies
A novel project named DUNAT (Demonstration Unit for New Agriculture
Technology) was launched with the objective of applying knowledge extracted from foreign
countries through various training programmes. 10 acres of lands owned by Field Crop
Research and Development Institute, Mahailluppallama for which provisions amounting to
Rs. 6 Mn has been allocated from 2016 provisions.

2.2.13. Production of High Quality Seeds through Private, Public
Partnership (PPP)
Three sub projects namely Seed Buffer Stock project, encouraging self seed
production to increase the availability of seed paddy, soya bean seed production
project through contact farmers are being implemented for ensuring the efficiency of
seed production aimed at having privet sector contribution for developing seed and
planting material sector in Sri Lanka. In addition arrangements have been made to
ensure the private sector partnership through publication of a press notice.

2.2.14. National Vocational Training Qualification (NVQ)










The Agricultural Schools are issuing the certificates of NVQ 5 and NVQ 6 level
(National Vocational Qualification Level) under the projects and trainings of the
Department of Agriculture.
Issuing NVQ 5 certificates are carry out by the Agricultural Training Schools at
Anuradhapura, Bibila, Wariapola, Labuduwa, Paranthan and Palmune.
Issuing NVQ 6 certificates are carry out by the Agricultural Training Schools at
Aguankolapelessa, Karapincha, Kundasale, Palvehera and Vavuniya.
387 students were awarded NVQ 6 certificates in the year 2015 and 2016.
It could be obtained the contribution of the persons spread out islandwide with new
technological knowledge for agricultural and other developments.
Opportunity is provided to do self employments by giving demanded professional
training to the youths suffering with unemployent.
Could earn foreign exchange by forwarding youths to foreign employments related to
agriculture.
Could decrease the social distress of the youths due to unemployment..
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03. International Relations
3.1 World Bank Project


This project was formulated with World Bank assistance for modernization of the
agricultural sector. It is main objective is to promote diversification of agricultural
production explore market potentials for the enhancing of income generation through
value addition and increasing the living standard of small rural farmers through
adoption of modern agricultural value chain.



Increasing the productivity of farming production main market oriented crops
enhancing the small scale products capacity in line with the business and marketing
potentials and development of infrastructure facilities to boost production to enable
introducing to new technological packages



Increasing the capacity of state institutions on par with the requirements and requests of
the agricultural sector



Location of seven agro-techno model farms whereby expanding the value chain process
in selected fields.



It has been planned to complete this project within 5 years which being a joint
undertaking of the Ministry of Agriculture and the Ministry of Primary Industries.
Project cost is US$ 58.63 Mn (approximately 8500 Mn) required provisions have been
allocated to the Ministry of Agriculture.

3.2 Establishment of Japan Sri Lanka state of the Technological Training
Center
 Increasing the production in the agricultural sector through effective and efficient use of
state of the art technology in the agricultural development programmes.
 Training of the personal who could apply modern technological knowledge in agri
enterprise and attraction of youth entrepreneurs towards agricultural is a timely need.
Armed at achieving this objective a memorandum of undertaking was signed with the
Japan Sri Lanka Agricultural industrial research and training centre
 Through this process it will be possible to apply knowledge and experience of a country
like Japan which adapts high tech strategies in agriculture. The anticipated investment is
US$ 1 Mn (Rs. 150 Mn).
 Opportunity is also available to build direct relationship with various Japanese master
enterprises involved in organic fertilizer production major farm network, organic
production importing institutions, machinery and equipment production companies and
financial networking system etc.
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 In this training centre training courses with at less six month or more duration are
expected to be undertaken during the period of training it will be possible to develop agri
technological knowledge as well as the fluency of Japanese language with more avenues
for future employment generation. That institution has agreed to offer 50% quota of the
total student intake to Sri Lanka free of charge.

3.3. Korean Project for International Agriculture (KOPIA)









Korean Project for International Agriculture has been established through a Memorandum
of Understanding reached between the government of Korea and the government of Sri
lanka.
Monitoring center of the project has been located in Gannoruwa. This institution will
provide technological and financial assistance for important research projects in Sri
Lanka.
Two (02) such research projects one on quality potato seed production and the other one
is low input technology mushroom cultivation have been completed in March 2016.
Projects for increasing productivity in green gram, seed multification and cultivation
technology enhancement in onion and the establishment of a paddy cultivation model
farm with high quality and high productivity are in progress. This year financial
allocation for these three research projects is US$ 125,000.
Arrangements have also been made to undertake 03 more new research projects
throughout the year yield obtaining fruit crop project with the development of modern
technology for strengthening access to foreign market, introducing new mushroom
verities cum cultivation technology and value addition and increasing home gardening
technology for urban agriculture.

3.4. Asian Food and Agriculture Cooperation Initiative (AFACI).
Eleven (11) research projects are being implemented under technological and
financial assistance of the Government of Korea under Asian Food and Agriculture
Cooperation Initiative (AFACI). The fourth Annual General Assembly of this organization
was held in Sri Lanka during the period from 17.05.2016 to 20.05.2016 at which 45 high
ranking officials form AFACI member countries were attended.
Participation
occation for training
sessions/ field visit
by the participants’
attendend at AFACI
General Assembly
Meeting
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3.5. Asian Productivity Organization (APO)
Asian Productivity Organization (APO) is an international organization established
with the objective of increasing productivity in the fields of industry and Agriculture of Asia
Pacific region. International seminar titled “seminar on, Asian Food and Agriculture
Entrepreneurship” was held in Sri Lanka from 02.08.2016 to 05.08.2016 at which 08
international resources persons and 12 high ranking officials from APO member countries
attended.

3.6.

International
Training
Programme
Agricultural Technology in Sri Lanka

promoting

Egyptyan

Utilizing provisions received from Egypt under the memorandum of understanding
(MOU) signed between Sri Lanka and Egypt in year 2015, 03 Egyptian scientists on tropical
fruit and saline – resistant paddy cultivation visited Sri Lanka for agricultural develpomet in
Sri Lanka by the technical knowledge of the Egypt and trained 36 extension officials from
provincial councils and officers in the field of research.

3.7.

FAO Project on Reducing Post Harvest Losses of Horticulture Chain.

Under FAO project for Reduction of Post Harvest Losses in Horticultural Chain,
training programmed were conducted for the relevant stakeholders (cultivators, collectors,
transporter, retail wholesale traders etc.) with the objective of minimizing post harvest losses
of plantain and beans.
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04. Special Programmes for 2016
4.1. Expert deliberation on Poison free agriculture
The Agricultural Educational trade fair and expert deliberation on the them. Righteous
farming, healthy population in a poison free country was held at the BMICH on 06 -08 of
March 2016.
Objectives:

Dissemination of organic farm production among people.



Educating and encouraging farmer community to undertake organic agri-productions



Creation of new markets for organic farm production



Expert deliberation on promoting cultivation free from chemical substances

Activities:

Establishment of exhibition stalls to educate visitors on organic farming



Undertaking practical moves on organic farming and organic fertilizer production



Providing knowledge on poison free cultivation and undertaking activities to bring
about attitudinal change through deliberations.



Providing opportunity for visitors to purchase organic farm production

4.2. National Farmers week
The Cabinet of Ministers at its meeting held on 16.08.2016 decided to conduct whole
island Agricultural week to educate people with more attention on initiatives taken for
developing the field of paddy cultivation before commencing “Maha” season of 2016/2017
Accordingly, the Ministry of Agriculture has made arrangements to conduct island
wide programme named “Farmers Week” from 08-16 October 2016 aimed at educating
people before starting “Maha” Season of 2016-2017.
Objective:Undertaking all agricultural activities scheduled to commence during “Maha”season,
this year under Food Production National Programme 2016-2018 through the Ministry of
Agriculture with the participation of all Provincial Ministries of Agriculture, Department of
Agriculture, Department of Agrarian Development, Other institutions operating under the
Ministry of Agriculture through all District /Divisional Secretariat Division, ARPAs Division
/island wide with the participation of other institutions operating under the Ministry of
Agriculture.
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Main programmes that were launched during the “Farmers Week”

1. Establiment of 2000 fruit villages programme
2. Establish 5 lak of home graders programme
3. Promotion of oraganic fertilizer programme and promoting poison free food
4. Establishment farmer women organization
5. Programme of cultivating non cultivation lands
6. Rehabilitation tanks and minor irrigation
7. Agriculture roads development programme
8. Programme of providing seeds Agro inputs, and technology to improve
productivity and productivity of OFC‟ s
9. Rehablitation of Tanks and Minor Irrigation
10. Establish new alms for 252 kiri Ammas on kalawewa dam in front of
Kadawara devalaya in Anuradhapura

4.3. Fruit Week (200g Fruit Exhibition)
This exhibition is held annually at the Fruit Research Centre, Kananwila, Horana.
Objectives:

Providing farmers with practical knowledge on the application of technological
knowhow and mechanization in the process of quality fruit production



To make aware school children and the community on the importance of fruit
consumption



Undertaking publicity to increase per capital fruit consumption up to 200g



Dissemination of new fruit varieties among farmers and fruit plant selling.



In 2015 about 48,000 individuals visited the fruit exhibition and over 100,000
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individuals had visited in 2016 at which about 80,000 fruit plants were sold.


Exhibition 2017 will be held to enable for providing benefits to the majority at
provincial levels

Planting a fruit plant to mark birthday
From 2016 a special programme was imitated by
providing space for household to plant fruit at Horana and
Kundasale fruit research institution premises to mark birth day of
their children. This programme will be helpful to inculcate
attitudinal development in children stressing the importance of
environmental friendly living.

4.4. Aluth Sahal Mangalyaya - 2016
From ancient time, the main livelihood of Sri Lankan people was paddy cultivation.
They consecrated the first fruits of their harvest that get at the proper time to the sacred Sri
Maha Bodhi in Anuradhapura. This noble task descends from the past.
It is a glorious boon of the department that the above noble task is continuing
annually with the integral government concession as a national ceremony called “Aluth Sahal
Mangalyaya”.Accordingly, with the guidance of Minister of Agriculture, Deputy Minister
and the Secretary to the Ministry of Agriculture, the 49th Aluth Sahal Mangalyaya was
wielded splendidly by the department of Agrarian Development with the dominance of His
Excellency the President of Sri Lanka on 9th and 10th April 2016 at the sacred Sri Maha
Bodhi in Anuradhapura.
All Events, from sacred spilling of milk at “ Satharawahalkada” up to the arrival and
offered of Aluth Sahal Pageant in front of the Sri maha Bodhi, were done gloriously.
Ancestor Chief Uruwarige Wannile Eththo and his group performed the sacred bee honey
and ghee observances. Rice collected and handed over by all Agrarian Services Centers
Island wide was observed in this sacred day. Provision of monitory aids and rice was done by
the Farmers‟ Organizations Island wide. A tremendous contribution was given by the
Ministry of Agricultue, Department of Agrarian Development, different Ministries,
Departments, Corporations, Authorities, Boards, Local Government of North Central
Province and private institutes to succeed this important event. At this event, the souvenir
named “Jathika Aluth Sahal Mangalyaya” was also published.

Special Events in 49 th Aluth Sahal Mangalyaya
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4.5. Establishment of “Sithamu” Farm Women Organizations
“Sithamu” Farm Women Organizations are being established to boost rural development with
female participation in agriculture under three year Food Production National Programme
2016-2018. Accordingly, it is expected to establish 25,000 Farm Women Organizations
islandwide with one farm women organization per village. The inaugural ceremony of this
undertaking was held on 13th October 2016 at Mahaweli ground Galnewa, Anuradhapura. At
present 19,000 such organizations have been established.
Objectives:


Fulfilling the food and nutrition requirement of the family within the respective
home garden itself.



Improvement of fruit consumption pattern of the family through consumption of
fresh vegetable/fruit.



Strengthening of family economy through minimization of food bill of the family



Boosting family health condition througj poison free food consumption.



Having an environmental friendly surrounding through systematical disposal of
waste material



Introducing new technology to ensure maximum production of land



Maintaining food and environmental security through promotion of environmental
friendly farming.



Encoourage youths on gardening by new technological methods.



Improve the mental and physical health status of the family members

Government intend is to achieve continuous sustainable development through engaged way
forward in the family, by establishing female farmer organizations to empower the women in
well organized manner, by identifying potential strenghs which belongs to her and then to
forward the family unit on future trajectory via her strength, since woman is the desicive
factor of the family and also the more respoisible lady who engaged in spiritual advancement
of the family.

4.6.

Subharathie Programme Series

Create awareness among public on food production programme has been initiated
from May 2016 via Subharathie Programme Series which is the attraction glossy programme
conducted by Sri Lanka Broad Casting Cooperation.
It is broadcasted important and current topic such as National Food Production
Programme and its importance, providing fertilizer subsidy, marketing agri products, using
organic fertilizer, good agricultural practices,
fruit village programme, gardening
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programme, National Farmers Week, preparing for maha season and implementing food
production programme by provincial council level with the resource personals that expert in
said subjects.
This programme is broadcasting on every Thursday from 7.00 a.m. to 8.00 a.m and 24
programmes were held successfully up to date.

4.7.

„ rri dooF‟ News paper Supplementary

With the purpose of creating awareness among public regarding National Food
Production Programme 2016-2018, the Ministry of Agriculture has launched newspaper
supplementary “Food First” with the collaboration of Lake House on 10.08.2016 and this
supplementary is published monthly in Dinamina and Thinakaran New papers.

Launching “Food First” Paper Supplement

While distributing this paper supplementary with Dinamina and Thinakaran
newspaper monthly, it is published as e-newspapers in parallel.
The article series is publishing with regard to the important and current topics on
National Food Production Programme, functions and services of the Ministry of Agriculture
and the engaged institutions under the ministry, new technology and machineries, successful
farmer who won the life through the agriculture etc.
.
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05. Farmers Trust Fund
Farmers Trust fund was established on 09th March 1994 through a deed of trust
signed by the Secretary, Minister of Finance on behalf of the Government and a panel
consisting of the Secretary of the then Ministry of Agricultural Development, state Secretary
of that Ministry, the Secretary of the Ministry of agriculture production marketing,
commissioner of Agrarian development and Deputy Secretary to Treasury.


Creating a background required for agricultural development and welfare of small
farmers and building a self – sufficient Sri Lanka through active participation of small
farmers.

Objectives
As per Trust deed – 1994 and widening of objective of the FTF by submitting a Cabinet
Memorandum its objectives are as following.








Agriculture development and welfare of the farmer community in Sri Lanka.
Precisions of Short – Term loans to small farmers.
Provisions of agricultural input to small farmers.
Provisions of marketing loans to small farmers to overcome their financial difficulties
Implementation of programmes for agriculture development of small farmers and
education programmes.
Providing small farmers with other kind of patronage in respect of crops and animal
production and processing.
Facilitating for agricultural development and implementing special agricultural
development programme.

Implementing Method
Projects are implemented following the approval for each year through board directors which
consists of the following officials:





Chairman – Secretary to the Ministry of Agriculture
Member – Commissioner General – Agrarian Development
Member - Chief Accountant, Ministry of Agriculture
Member – Special Representative of the Treasury

Main Sources of income of the fund
As mentioned in the Trust deed the main source of income is a percentage from proceeds of
sale of „Govi setha‟ Lottery which should be decided by discussing with the National
Lotteries Board.
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„Govi setha‟ Lottery
As per section 17 (2) of the Financial Act No.11 of 1963, approval of the cabinet has been
granted – vide CP No. 95/1317/105/081 on Govisetha Lottery crediting sale proceeds to the
Consolidated Fund and then to be remitted to the FTF.
As per section 17 (2) of the Financial Act No.11 of 1963, approval of the Cabinet has
been granted – vide CP No. 95/1317/105/081 on Govisetha Lottery crediting sale proceeds to
the Consolidated Fund and then to be remitted to the FTF.
The fund is provided by the Farmers Trust Fund for the purpose of developemt
proposals which is submitted by the governmet departments and institutions for agricultural
activities. These loans are granting as long term short term and other basis and it was granted
the loans in the year 2016 as follows.

Detail
01.

Grants

Amount (Rs. Mn)
31.60

02.

Loans

53.1

03.

Advance

0.0
84.75

Total
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06. New Development Programmes/Projects - 2017
6.1.

Food Production National Programme – 2017

Development programmes for 2017 have been planned based on the three year midterm programme „Food Production National Programme (2016 – 2018) targeting to build
self-sufficient agricultural economy through strengthening local food production sector.
This programme has been implementing since 2016 with the objective of ensuring food
security, minimizing food imports by increasing the local production of supplementary food
production and the emprowment of the local farmers. It will continue during 2017 as well
covering all districts.
Accordingly, the requirement of provisions for development programmes/projects to
be implemented under 02 sectors. Food Crop Production and development of thrust areas in
the Agricultural sector – 2017.
I.

Food Crop Production.
Crop
Paddy
Maize
Groundnut
Green gram
Big Onion
Red Onion
Chilli
Soya

II.

2017 Allocation
Rs. Mn.

Crop

110
50
35
10
30
20
200
48
Total

Potato
Gingely
Black gram
Cowpea
Finger millet
Vegetable
Fruits

2017 Allocation
Rs. Mn.
100
10
5
7
13
45
165
848

Programme for Ensuring Food Security
Project
01
02
03
04

Home Garden Development Programme
Soil Testing
Awareness, Training, Workshops and Exhibitions
Monitoring and Evaluation of Food Production National
Programme
Sub Total
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Mn.
122
10
65
05
202

Rs.
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III

Main Agriculture Development Sectors

01
02
03
04

Input Management
Farmer Empowerment
Marketing
Natural Resource Management

2017 Allocation
Rs. Mn.
150.00
15.00
70.00
60.00

05
06

Public Private Partnership
Youth and Women Participation

4.00
128.00

07

Knowledge Management

100.00

08
09

Traditional Knowledge and Activities of Agriculture
Research and Technology Development

20.00
137.00

10

Consumer Health and Satisfaction

11
12

Food Security
National Agriculture Database
Total

Project

IV.

43.00
58.00
165.00
950.00

Miscellaneous Development Programmes

Project
1
2

Agrarian Subsidy Money Award Programme (Fertilizer)**
World Bank Project for Agriculture Sector Modernization

Organic Fertilizer Production and Usage Promotion
Programme
National Agriculture Research Plan
4
Pilot Project on Water, Health, and Sanitation
5
Research and Development Programme
6
Crop Forecasting Programme
7
Sub Total
3

** This money has been allocated under Ministry of Finance.

Allocation from Budget Speech




Construction for Storages for Agro products Rs. 600 Mn.
Loan Scheme for small scale paddy Millers Rs. 400 Mn
Loan Scheme for Agriculture Cooperatives for Farm
Mechanization Rs. 50 Mn.
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Rs. Mn.
35,000
720
100
20
22
22
01
35,855
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V.

Allocation for Foreign Relationships and International Conferences

S/N
01

Programme/Project

Payment of Contribution free
(Vote NO 118-2-3-20-1505)
FAO Contribution Fee
1.1

2017 Allocation
Rs. Mn
40.00
17.70

1.2

CIRDAP

2.50

1.3

AARDO

4.20

1.4

WFP

1.5

CAPSA

4.40

1.6

APPPC

0.90

1.7

ITPGRFA

0.30

02

10.00

Inter National Work shop/Seminars

7.00

2.1

APO Workshop/ Seminars

3.50

2.2

AARDO Workshop

3.50

Total

47.00

Allocations for the Institutions under the Ministry Purview – Year 2017
1.

Department of Agriculture
1.1

Agriculture Development and Research Projects
2017 Allocation
Rs. Mn.
80

Project
1

New Hybrid Seed Production Project

2

Small Scale Agriculture Research Project

60

3

National Agriculture Research Plan- NARP

50

4

Fruit Research and Development Institute - Horana

25

5

Fruit Villages Project

15

6

Implementation of Soil Conservation Act

05

7

Building Development

20
255

Sub Total (1)
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1.2

Agriculture Extension and Training Programmes
2017 Allocation
Rs. Mn.
70

Project
1

Agriculture School Development

2

Media Programmes

30

3

ASDA

04

4

Agriculture Garden Development

05

5

Building Development

100
209

Sub Total (2)
1.3

1

Seed Certification and Protection of Planting Materials
2017 Allocation
Project
Rs. Mn.
National Seed Production and Purchasing Programme
280

2

Implementation of Seed Act

15

3

Accelerated Seed Farm Development Programme

120

4

Reducing Adverse Effects from Agriculture Chemicals Usage

05

5

Local Potato Seed Production Programme

60

Sub Total (3)

480

Total (1+2+3)

844

2. Department of Agrarian Development
Project
1
2
3
4

Rehabilitation of Small Scale Tanks
Construction of Fertilizer Stores
Crop Diversification
Development and Renovation of Agrarian Service Centers
Total

2017 Allocation
Rs. Mn.
1,500
50
50
141
1,741

3. Allocations for Other Institutions under the Ministry Purview
Institution
1
2
3
4
5.

Agriculture and Agrarian Insurance Board
Hector Kobbekaduwa Agrarian Research and Training Institute
Institute of Post Harvest Losses Minimization
Sri Lanka Council for Agriculture Research Policy
Food Promotion Board
Total

59

2017 Allocation
Rs. Mn.
2704
157
110
65
42
3,078
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07. Implementing Agencies under Ministry
Department of Agriculture
The Department of Agriculture (DOA) has served the nation for over 100 years with
the mission of development and dissemination of improved agricultural technology and
providing related services to achieve an equitable and sustainable agricultural development.
The DOA consists of Technical Institutes and support service institutes covering various
agro- ecological regions of the country. The DOA is one of the most important and largest
government departments in Sri Lanka with over 10,000 employees belonging to various cadre
posts.







Decide appropriate agricultural technology suits on various agro ecological zones by
researches.
Promote new developed agricultural technology among the farmers.
Produce and distribute high quality seeds and planting materials.
Implement Plant Protection Act, Pesticide Act, Soil Conservation Act and Seed Act.
Conduct courses of NVQ 5 and 06 related to Agriculture, and conduct trainings to
farmers and officers.
Conduct social economic surveys in relation to the food crop production.

Allocations for the year 2016 and expenditure up to 31st August 2016
Capital
Project
1.
Administration
&
Establishment Services
2. Agricultural Research &
Development
3. Extension & Training
4. Seed Certification & Plant
Protection
Total

Allocation
(RsMn.)

Recurrent

Expenditure
(RsMn.)

Allocation
(RsMn.)

Expenditure
(RsMn.)

31.7

15.081

407.682

262.066

458.8

104.393

1490.0

969.81

380.0

157.118

1,202.2

758.053

670.5

198.398

1,199.375

736.805

1,541.0

474.99

4,299.257

2726.734

Progress of DOA programmes during 2016
1. Agricultural Research & Development Programme
Research were conducted to produce high yielding rice varieties suitable for export market,
development & improvement of technology for mechanization of transplanting and increase
of fertilizer use efficiency.
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Paddy


Two demonstration fields were established at Anuradhapura & Polonnaruwa and 58
training programmes were conducted for 2912 farmers/ school & University students and
field officers to disseminate new technologies of cultivation.



Infrastructure for rice research was developed through renovation of buildings and
quarters at Rice Research Stations at Ambalantota and Labuduwa.

Other Field Crops


A store for onion has been constructed and a green house is being renovated at
Regional Agricultural Research & Development Institute, Aralaganwila under the
hybrid Chilli, Onion & Maize seed production programme.



Research on development of hybrid Chilli, Maize and open pollinated Chilli varieties
for green & dry Chilli production are in progress.



Technologies are being developed to enhance growth and yield of Chilli.



Development of Maize inbred lines through generation advancement of exotic Maize
to produce hybrid Maize are in progress.



Supply of electricity for the plant house with a controlled environment, establishment
& rehabilitation of the irrigation systems, renovation of protected houses and
construction of stores are in progress to develop infrastructure facilities for research
on other field crops.

Horticulture
18 fruit villages (Kandy – 1 Rambutan & 1 Sour sop, Kegalle – 1 Mandarin, Galle – 1 Sweet
orange & 1 Rambutan, Polonnaruwa – 1 Sweet orange & 1 Mandarin, Hambantota – 1
Pomegranate & 1 Wood apple, Kurunegala – 1 Sour sop & 1 Sweet orange, Matale – 1
Mango, 1 Durian & 1 Mandarin, Ampara – 1 Pomegranate & 1 Mango, Gampaha – 1 Sour
sop & 1 Durian) have been established under the fruit village development project.


95,000 Nos. of fruit planting materials were produced and 4 fruit stalls were
established (Thakshila Central College, Sri Medhankara Maha Vidyalaya, Sripalee
College & Kulupana Thakshila College – Horana) to promote consumption of fruits
among children.
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Two pack houses and 2 fruit processing centers have been constructed at Kandy and
Mulativu under the project on Post harvest management & value addition of fruits in
Sri Lanka. Another 3 pack houses and processing centers are being constructed.



Construction of rain shelters and establishment of micro irrigation systems for
production of vegetables are underway at provincial level under the National Food
Production Programme.

2.

Extension, Training and Communication Programme


Average yield of paddy in inter provincial areas (5.5 mt/ha) has been increased
through good agricultural practices under the Yaya 2 programme. (National average
production – 4.3 mt/ha).



Cultivation area of other field crops in inter provincial areas has been increased.
(34,871 ha).



A total of 212 students passed out from Schools of Agriculture completing the
Diploma course.



139 training programmes for officers and 63 programmes for farmers were conducted
at In Service Training Institutes, District Agriculture Training Centers and at Farm
Mechanization Training Centre.



There are 05 Agriculture Schools conducting Agriculture NVQ level 06 of diploma
(Kundasale, Agunakolapelessa, Pelwehera,Vaunia and Karapincha) under the Dept. of
Agriculture and 214 Agricultue Diploma holders were produced through them in
2016.



New students‟ hostel and education building complex in Agriculture School at
Pelwehera was opened in the year. The construction work of first floor of Agriculture
School at Karapincha was completed.



339 students at NVQ level 05 were recruited to Agriculture Schools at
Puliyankulama, Bibila, Wariyapola and Labuduwa.Two new Agricultue Schools at
Paranthan and Palmune were opened this year



Lecture halls, laboratories & hostels of Schools of Agriculture have been developed to
strengthen infrastructure facilities for agriculture Diploma course.



Broadcasting

907radioprogrammes

and

95TVprogrammes,

designing

and

printing124,170 copies of 70 books, 1,165,305 copies of 44 leaflets, 95,250 copies of
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12 posters, 200,000 copies of 02 labels and 31,000 copies of rice crop calendars and
01 IMMCD have been completed.


14,964 queries were replied through Farmer Advisory Service, initiated and
implemented Mobile Technology Initiative, established e-SMS and e-Agriculture
strategy guide book was published.



84,209 local and 505 foreign visitors visited the Agro Parks.



The new six story building of the National Agriculture Information & Communication
Centre was inaugurated in October 2016.

Inaugural of Agricultural Information & Communication Center by former
Prime Minister and Minister of Agriculture.

3.

Seed Certification and Planting Material Production Programme
3.1. Seed & Planting Material Development


Breeder seeds of 20 rice varieties (3567 kg) were produced for seed production
programme.



40,000 bushels of seed paddy, 237.7 mt of seeds of other field crops and 0.66 mt of
vegetable seeds were purchased and distributed.



Irrigation systems have been established at Piduruthalagala and Meepilimana farms,
06 tractors and equipment needed for the seed database have been purchased to
facilitate local seed potato production.



Irrigation systems of new office buildings, sales centers and other infrastructure of
seed farms have been developed under the Accelerated Seed Farm Development
programme.
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3.2. Seed Certification & Plant Protection


Construction of Seed Testing Laboratory and Regional offices of the Seed
Certification Service at Paranthan and Murunkan are being completed (75%).



Registration of seed handlers under the Seed Act is being continued.



Random seed samples from the market have been tested at Laboratories to evaluate
the quality and the results were provided for seed handlers.



Awareness programmes on Seed Act are being conducted. (75% completed)



Storage facility for pesticide samples is being constructed.



Trainings programmes have been conducted for Officers on genetic purity and
identification of varieties of Cowpea.

Programme for 2017
Following are some of the programmes planned for 2017.
1.

Agricultural Research & Development Programme

1.1.

Paddy


Development of rice varieties with qualities suitable for export market.



Mechanization of transplanting



Introduction of new techniques for mechanization of transplanting and increasing
fertilizer use efficiency.



Conducting research for development of new technologies.



Conducting 75 trainings on production of rice.



Production of 300 kg of breeder seeds of 20 rice varieties for seed production
programme.

1.2.

Other Field Crops


Development of new high yielding desirable varieties.



Development of infrastructure facilities for research on other field crops.



Development and dissemination of efficient agronomic practices to reduce the
cost of production while increasing the productivity of land



Development of integrated pest and weed management practices to reduce crop
losses
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1.3.

Horticultural crops


Development of high yielding, desirable varieties of vegetables, potato, root &
tuber crops along with appropriate integrated crop management (ICM)
technologies and post harvest packages for continuous vegetable cultivation.



Production of breeder seeds and planting material of released varieties of fruits
and vegetables.



Construction of model mushroom villages and promotion of new mushroom
cultivation technologies.



Production of new hybrid and open pollinated varieties of fruits & vegetables and
production of seeds.

2.

Extension & Training Programme


Implementing Good agricultural practices to assure safe and quality agricultural
commodities for local as well as international markets.



Establishment of climate smart model villages for sustainable agricultural
development.



Establishment of Agricultural Extension Technology Centres.



Establishment of National Agriculture Information & Communication Centre at
Gannoruwaas the information hub of the Department of Agriculture.



Expanding „1920 GoviSahanaSaranaSeva‟ agriculture advisory service with new
call centres solutions.


3.

Implementing web based & mobile based initiatives including advisory services.
Seed and Planting Material Production, Certification and Plant Protection
Programme











Enhancement of seed paddy, other field crops and vegetable seed production in
Government farms through improvement of infrastructure.
Strengthening of purchasing and distribution of seeds.
Production of Big onion seeds.
Improvement of local seed potato production programme.
Conducting regulatory activities under the Seed Act.
Certification of seeds and planting material.
Conducting regulatory activities under Plant Protection Act.
Registration of pesticides and evaluation of pesticides for re registration under the
Control of Pesticides Act.
Collection, conservation of germplasm of crops and evaluation of germplasm for
biological and non-biological hardening and preliminary multiplication.
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Department of Agrarian Development
The Objectives and Main functions of the Department of Agrarian
Development


Making provisions to ensure the utilization of agricultural lands in accordance with the
State Agricultural Policies.



Making provisions to protect the cultivation rights of the agricultural landlords,
agricultural landlord cultivators and occupiers / tenant cultivators.



Preparation of regulations regarding registration and functioning of farmers‟
organizations and to ensure the implementation of those provisions.



Establishment of Agrarian Development Councils and guidance and supervision of the
execution of power of them.



Preparation, amending, revising and maintaining registers of agricultural lands within
each and every Agrarian Development Council area of Authority Island wide.



Making arrangements to solve problems of tenant cultivators and other disputes of
farmer community regarding the Agricultural lands.



Implementation of the provisions applicable to ensure the Productivity, Protection,
Conservation and Management of minor irrigation systems and water resources.



Taking legal actions against to the parties who violate the regulations of the Agrarian
Development Act and State Agricultural Policies.



Rendering Institutional, Legal, Supportive and Management Services to other
Institutions in executing Government‟s Agricultural and Provisional Development
projects.

Contribution of Department of Agrarian Development on Rural Economic
Development
In the year 2016, Department of Agrarian Development is implemented following
programs with the purpose of strengthening the rural farmer‟s economy and then create a
sustainable development through the country, by using the all kind of lands which could be
used to cultivate effectively.

1.

Food Diversification Programme

In the year 2016, it was allocated Rs. 50 Mn for Food Diversification Programme. 82
new projects were identified in 23 districts as at 31st October 2016. 35 projects were
completed and total expenditure for this purpose was Rs. 10.5 Mn.

2. Renovations of District Offices of the Agraria0n Development
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It is expected to renovate Agrarian Service Centers with new plan using model
farms and modern farming technology to motivate the farmers who are expecting services
from the centers It was allocated Rs. 175 Mn for this purpose, in the year 2016.

3.

Construction of Fertilizer Stores

It is expected to increasing storage capacity of the fertilizer stores and streamlines
the fertilizer distribution.
It was allocated Rs. 50 Mn in the year 2016, for the construction of 17 fertilizer
stores in 14 districts. 3 projects were completed while the remain projects are on
implementing stage with 75% of progress. Total expenditure was Rs. 8.11 Mn.
Progress of the Developments Projects of Department of Agrarian Development
Financial Progress
Provisions Expenditure
allocated
Rs. Mn
Rs. Mn

Programme

Renovation
Office

of

and

Physical Progress
No. of
No. of
Projects
Projects
Completed

Head
District

25

10.3

23

14

100

35

79

41

50

19

11

4

50

8.1

17

3

50

10.5

22

35

1320

458

840

513

2000

416

1350

437

Offices
Renovation of Agrarian
Service Centers
Construction

of

New

Agrarian Service Centers
Construction of Fertilizer
Stores
Cultivation

of

Abandoned Paddy Lands
Rehabilitation of Minor
Irrigation Systems
Rehabilitation of Small
Scale Tank and Canals
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Agricultural and Agrarian Insurance Board
The Agriculture Insurance Board (AIB) was established under Agrarian Insurance
Law No. 27 of 1973 as the sole state sector insurer to discharge the responsibility of
protecting the local agriculture and the agriculturalist in disaster situations. Agriculture
Insurance Board (AIB) was re-established under the Agriculture and Agrarian Insurance Act
No. 20 of 1999 as Agriculture and Agrarian Insurance Board (AAIB).
The service rendered by the Agricultural and Agrarian Insurance Board can be
categorized in to two major groups as agricultural risk management and social welfare.

1. Agricultural risk management
Many insurance schemes were introduced under crop, livestock and general
insurance schemes during the last four decades as a formal risk management method to the
agricultural sector of Sri Lanka, minimizing the economic losses caused to the local farmer
community in emergency situations and helping financial institutions granting agricultural
loans to sustain their financial stability in emergency situations is immense.

Insurance schemes implemented,
 Crop insurance schemes
Paddy, Maize ,Supplementary crops (green gram, peanuts, soya and black
gram) , Big onion, Sugarcane, Export crops, Plantation crops (tea), Coconut,
Potato, Floriculture, Ginger, Chilli, Vegetable , Banana. Fruit
 Livestock insurance scheme
 Goats, Cattles, Heifers
 General Insurance
 Warehouse insurance scheme
 Agricultural equipment insurance scheme
 Accident insurance scheme
 Suwasetha health insurance scheme
 2 wheels, 4 wheels tractors and other third party insurance schemes

2. Social welfare
Farmer‟s and Fishermen pension and social security benefit schemes were introduced
through AAIB assuring the retirements of the employers engage with the agricultural sector
of Sri Lanka.

2.1. Farmer‟s pension and social security benefit scheme


The Farmer‟s pension and social security benefit scheme was introduced under Act
No.12 of 1987.By the year 2016, the total number of farmers who have subscribed to
the farmers‟ pension and social benefit scheme was 959,254.



Farmer‟s pension and social security benefit scheme was re-structured under Gazitte
No.1853/49 of 2014 with the fund allocated by the budget 2014(Rs. 1000 Mn), 2015
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(Rs. 5000 Mn). Although the pension payments continue with treasury fund, new
enrollment and absorption of farmers to the new scheme was not preceded due to
various reasons.
The new pension scheme was designed in 2015 and the draft was handover to the
treasury for further observations.

2.2. Fishermen‟s pension and social security benefit scheme.
The Fishermen‟s pension and social security benefit scheme was introduced under
Act No.23 of 1990 in order to assuring the retirement of the fishermen and stabilizing the
fisheries industry as an employment connecting with the Ministry of Fisheries and Aquatic
Resources. By the year 2016, the total number of fishermen who have subscribed to the
fishermen s‟ pension and social benefit scheme was 68,890.

Financial and Physical Progress up to 31 October 2016
Annual premier income and indemnity payment from 2015, 2016 up to October
Indemnity payment
(Rs. Mn)

Premium collection
(Rs.Mn)

Insurance Scheme
Crop cultivation insurance schemes
(Paddy and Subsidiary crops)
KethataAruna insurance scheme
Livestock insurance scheme
General Insurance scheme
Total (Rs. Mn(

2015

2016 Oct.

2015

2016 Oct

104.50

44.80

182.90

139.10

1006.30

588.10

913.20

226.02

9.00

9.07

7.60

5.20

17.50
1137.30

19.97
661.94

0.50
1104.70

0.30
370.6

Pension Schemes Collections and Payments 2015, 2016 up to October
Income
(Rs. Mn)

No.of contributors

No. of pensioners

Scheme

Farmer‟s
Pension
Fishermen‟s
Pension

2015

2016 up
to Oct.

959,254

959,254

2016 up
to Oct.

2015
64.5*

27*
#

68,840

68,890

2,090.0
1.0

2,050
0.94

*Premium collection



2015

2016 up to
Oct.

136,421

142,397

3,322

3,630

#

Pension
payments
(Rs. Mn)
2016
2015
up to
Oct.
2,380.8
2315.9
0
47.4

45.00

#Government grants

As mentioned in above tables, Rs.2,315.90Mn was paid as farmer‟s pension payments
for 142,397 pensioners and Rs.45, Mn was paid as fishermen pension payments for
3,582 fishermen pensioners up to 31 Oct. 2016.
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Rs.226Mn was paid as compensation for “Kethata Aruna” fertilizer subsidy insurance
scheme and Paddy and subsidiary crops insurance schemes for 15/16 Maha season up
to 31 Oct 2016.
Rs.5.2Mn was paid as compensation for livestock insurance and it was Rs.0.3Mn for
general insurance up to 31 Oct 2016.
Agriculture and Agrarian Insurance Board recently introduced a Third party insurance
scheme for farmers in order to give third party insurance in concession premium rate
which is lower than the market value. Rs.3.8Mn third party insurances were issued for
6,326 vehicles of farmers during 2016 under this policy.

Development Projects – 2017
1.

Introduction of Index Base Insurance System



The project on introduction of Index Base insurance system (Project No.600663) was
implemented with the technical assistance of International Finance Corporation (IFC)
which belongs to the World Bank Group. The objective of the project is to support the
AAIB to improve the effectiveness of the agricultural insurance and thereby increase the
agricultural insurance coverage in Sri Lanka.



About 2-3 months time period is taken for the indemnity payment process under the
existing system. It can be reduced up to 10 days by fast weather forecasting using
Automated Weather Stations which will establish under this project. Two automated
weather stations were already established for the prior testing.



As the first step of this project, development of comprehensive MIS system was started.
Five districts such as Anuradhapura, Polonnaruwa, Mannar, Ampara and Gampaha were
selected for the pilot project. Collecting of farmer details from different sources is in
progress.

2.

“KethataAruna-PohoraDiriya”programme

According to the budget in 2013 Entrusting the responsibility of implementing the
“KethataAruna-PohoraDiriya”programme from 14-15 Maha to the Board is a most
significant achievement of the Board. But currently it has been re-structured by the treasury
under “KethataAruna” new fertilizer subsidy.
3.
Compensation payments program for heavy rain, flood and landslide victims


Agriculture and Agrarian Insurance Board started a program to give around Rs. 100Mn
compensations for the uninsured farmers as well whose cultivations were damaged due to
heavy rain, flood and landslide under an insurance policy recently introduced by the
government.



New 24-hour hotline -1918 was introduced by Agriculture and Agrarian Insurance
Boardwith the assistance of The Ministry of Agriculture for the public to inform
regarding any crops, reservoirs, bunds of canals or dams damaged. Around 500 complain
were received through this hotline. All the information has been forwarded to Ministry of
Agriculture for consideration in order to provide necessary relief as immediately as
possible.
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Hector Kobbekaduwa Agrarian Research and
Training Institute
Introduction
The Hector Kobbekaduwa Agrarian Research and Training Institute of Sri Lanka
incorporated by Act No.5 of the year 1972 comes under the purview of the Ministry of
Agriculture.
Functions: Research the socio-economic issues related to agriculture as well as agrarian
development and to forward their findings and recommendations to policymakers for
making informed decisions.
 Collecting and disseminating information including market prices required to decide on
essential food items as well as for agriculture planning, facilitating transfer of research
findings to all stakeholders through publications and conducting workshops and
seminars are the other functions.
 Changing attitudes, improving the knowledge, improving the knowledge and skills of
other parties including farmers, officers and traders through training programmes in the
respective field are also important functions of the institute.
Financial and Physical Progress
The Treasury has allocated Rs.194 million for the year 2016. The financial progress of the
Institute as at the end of the August 2016 is presented in table 01.
Financial Progress (Upto October 2016)

Recurrent
Capital
Research and Training
Total

Provisions
(Rs. Mn)
94.8
2.047
10.00
106.847

Expenditure
(Rs. Mn)
98.727
0.709
10.634
110.07

Research Programmes ; Ten research programmes are planned forthe year concerned. Among intended
studies, the base line research on National Programme on Food Production which the
Ministry expects to launch during 2016-2018 is a special project to gather the pre
project data.This will help evaluating the above programme in future.
 The study has almost completed its data collection covering 21 districts by gathering
data related to 18 crops from a sample of 2500 families. Data analysis is in progress.
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 Financial sponsorship of the Asia Pacific Network (APN) funding for international
sustainability Development was received for the study on sustainability of Other Field
Crop Production in South-East Dry Zone (SEDZ) of Sri Lanka.
Research Progress
Progress towards the target (%) No of Research Studies
Financial
Physical
Progress
Progress
01
Above 80
80-70
02
69-60
01
02
59-50
08
06
Below 50
Training Programmes
 Sixty-Nine training sessions are planned to be conducted under 07 training
programmes.
 So far 1112 farmer leaders were trained under 12 training programmes on strengthening
the farmer organizations.
 In the programme 2419 people were trained under 15 awareness programmes in kidney
disease affected areas.
Agriculture Marketing Information Project
 Relevant and accurate market information of daily food production and information on
wholesale and retail prices were collected and disseminated to policymakers‟
successfullyby the Marketing, Food Policy and Agribusiness division.
 It is a very productive measure to provide information collected by the Institute to the
Cost of Living and Food Security Review Committees held weekly at the Presidential
Secretariat in this regard to review food security and cost of living.

Research Studies conducted during 2016 and expected benefits







Potentials of farmers‟ collective action as a remedy to vegetable marketing
problems in Sri Lanka
Study on Quality issues in Supply Chain of Fruit and Vegetables in Sri Lanka
Use of bio fertilizer and bio pesticides at different scales of farming
Farmer level implementation of integrated water resource management approach:
A way to combat future water scarcity
Study on high sedimentation of tank beds over human activities and its impact on
agriculture
Emerging issues in Agricultural Development in Northern Sri Lanka: Challenges,
problems and prospects
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Sustainability of farming systems in South-East dry zone of Sri Lanka: Issues and
options for improvement
Current Status of Agriculture Graduates and Diploma Holders‟ involvement in
Agriculture Sector of Sri Lanka
Analysis of cost of production of paddy and selected other field crops in Sri
Lanka: With special reference to major producing areas
Baseline Survey of National Food Production

Research Studies conducted during 2016 and expected benefits









Training programme on application of participatory techniques (RRA, PRA and
PCM) for planning and management of Rural/Community Development project (5
days) (03 Programmes)
Training programme on social mobilization (4 days) (6 Programmes)
Training Program on marketing extension (4 days) (4 Programmes)
Training of farmer leaders on strengthening of farmer organizations (one day) (25
Programme)
Training of Trainers on National Food Production Programme (2 days) (3 Prog.)
Agriculture for Healthy Generation (1 Day/ 25 Prgrammes)
IT Training on GEO information system and statistical software (2 days) (3
Programmes)

Research Projects for 2017 and Expected Benefits
Title of the Project
1. Farmers‟ Responses, Benefits, Constraints and Challenges of the New Fertilizer
Subsidy Programme
2. Factors Influencing Marketing Channel Choice by Paddy Rice Farmers in Sri
Lanka
3. Sustainability of farming systems in South-East dry zone of Sri Lanka: Issues and
options for improvement
4. Organic farming as a sustainable and climate smart agricultural practice
5. .Study on High Sedimentation on Tank Beds over Human Activities and Its
Impact on Agriculture
6. Evaluating the adaptation capacity of agricultural systems of the dry zones to the
climatic changes in Sri Lankan
7. Capacity of rural agricultural sector for resolving current development issues:
analysis of forward and backward relations of the agriculture of the dry zone in Sri
Lanka
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Sri Lanka Council for Agricultural Research Policy
The Sri Lanka Council for Agricultural Research Policy (SLCARP) was established on 22 nd
December 1987 by the Act No.47 of 1987 mandated to facilitate, promote and strengthen
agricultural research in order to establish a vibrant and effective research system able at
delivering the necessary technological outputs.
The Physical Progress of Research Management Programmes from January-August
2016:
01. National Agricultural Research Plan: (Expenditure/Allocation: 0.037/0.43Mn)
The National Agricultural Research Plan, (NARP), 2016 focused on making arrangements for
funds for those research projects which have been carefully formulated to deliver the
technological output needed for national development.
02. National Agricultural Research Policy and Priorities: (Expenditure/Allocation:
0.167/1.23Mn)
A priority statement was prepared after concudtingstake holder workshops in order to revise
the existing National Priorities on Agricultural Research and update the same for the time
period of 2017-2021 via identifying the priority sectorsin Sri Lankan Agriculture. Prior
attention was specially gained to the sectors such as Organic Agrucuiture, Biotechnology,
Plant Breeding, Plant Protection, Agricultural Mechanization, Livestock and Post Harvest
Technology. It was analysed the strategies related to organic farming and research
programmes on main crops for next three years.
03.
Defining overall aims and scope of agricultural research with a view to furthering
national
development
objectives
:(Responsibility
All
Research
staff)
(Expenditure/Allocation: 0.246/0.40 Mn)




Second Half Yearly Progress of year 2015 and First Half Yearly Progress of year 2016
of 10 on Agricultural Biotechnology were monitored by the National Committee on
Plant Breeding.
Second Half Yearly Progress of year 2015 and First Half Yearly Progress of year 2016
of 27 on Plant Breeding were monitored by the National Committee on Plant
Breeding.Evaluated progress of 02 ongoing projects in the Faculty of Agriculture,
University of Ruhuna.

04. Recommendation on research institutions & establishment:(Expenditure/Allocation:
0.014/0.43 Mn)
INFORM is a Management Information System conducted by Sri Lanka Council for
Agricultural Research Policy. Information on Research Personnel, Project and Budget are
collected in an electronic database with specific format, from the NARS institutions and
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SLCARP prepares the National Database after processing the individual databases. It was
identified training requirements for the period of 2017 – 2021 of the NARP based on the
number of sceintists which could trained in the level of PHD and Masters Degree.
05. International Agricultural Research Symposium/Journal of SLCARP (Sri Lanka
Journal of Food & Agriculture – SLJFA)(Expenditure/Allocation: 0.259/2.25Mn)
Journal named “Food and Agriculture” related to agricultural researches and which is
launching twice a year is prepared in this instant too.
06.

Technical Training for NARS

A Short course in Plant Protection has been formulated for a two weeks period for 25
scientists and will be conducted in November 2016.
07.

The Research Allowance Programme:

The Government of Sri Lanka has provided an incentive for the researchers for conducting
valuable research programmes and as a mechanism to encourage them to conduct highly
innovative research to meet the present demands as relevant to their fields of expertise. This
is operational through Management Services Department Circular 2/2014.In accordance with
the Circular SLCARP has the authority to approve the research allowance for the researchers
in agriculture sector. A total of 85 applications for the research allowance were evaluated.
08. Formulation
of
making
an
interface
Government(Expenditure/Allocation: 0.0/0.06Mn)

between

NARS

and

A dialogue among Researchers, Policy makers and relevant other stakeholders is being
organized and it was be held in last week of October 2016.
09. Arrange for and fund inter-institutional
(Expenditure/Allocation: 0.065/0.60Mn)

agricultural

research

projects

National Committee on Organic Agriculture evaluated 02 research proposals which are
public private partnerships namely University of Peradeniya/CIC and Department of
Agriculture/Ceylon Biscuits Limited. Valuable comments were given to the applicants on
improving their research proposals and advised to resubmit proposals in the future.
10. To Arrange for and Fund Special Scientific Services for Services for the entire
Agricultural Research Sector (Expenditure/Allocation: 0.0/0.05 Mn)
It was obtained scientific literacy observations from the CARP databases and was compiled
subject specialized bibliographies to disseminate references on scientific research papers.
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11. Establishing
linkages
among
national
and
international
institutes:(Expenditure/Allocation: 1.392/5.60Mn)
Scholarships were awarded to 6 PhD researchers at PhD level at PGIA.
Work Plan 20172019 between Bangladesh Agriculture Research Council (BARC) and SLCARP drafted
incorporating the requirement of the NARS and submitted to the BARC.
12. Addressing
important
&
timely
(Expenditure/Allocation: 0.003/0.10Mn)

issues

relevant

to

Agriculture:

Total of 05 events were organized on timely important issues and they are as follows;
 National Stakeholder Workshop on Forestry Research
 Workshop on Sustainable Agriculture.
 National Symposium on Floriculture Research -2016
 Seminar on “Crop Diversification Options for Tea & Rubber Sector"
It was proposed to continue above mentioned programmes for the year 2017 accordingly.
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Institute of Post Harvest Technology
This Institution was originally established in 1976 when Hon. Sirimavo
Bandaranayaka holding the premiership as a rice processing center. Subsequently on 19 th
June 2000 Institute of Post Harvest Technology was established in terms of state Agricultural
corporation Act No.11 of 1972 on the concept of Hon. D.M. Jayarathne, farmer prime
Minister and the then Minister of Agriculture. Accordingly, It has been possible to identify
and develop post harvest technologies in respect of other type of cereals, vegetable, fruit and
spices including all agri and commercial crops except rice.

Progress of Programmes and Projects of the Institution during 2016
In addition to the ongoing scientific research arrangements, have been made to
undertake main 3 projects during 2016.
1. Training to trainers on Post harvest technology carry out training programmes to train
Agricultural Instructors and Agriculture Research and Production Assistants who are
moving daily with the farming community in conveying technologies on post
harvesting at grass root level.
2. This training programme is to continue through out both years 2016 and 2017 as well
and action has been taken to complete the training of all Agriculture Instructors
during 2016 and the training of Agricultural Instructors in 05 districts has been
already been completed.
3. Training of Agriculture Research and production Assistants will begin in 2017 for
which provisions amounting to Rs.17.35 Mn. have been allocated to undertake the
entire project.
4. Mango has secured a prime position in the fruit consumption. However less
percentage is recorded in the consumption of mango due to non-availability of quality
mangoes to consumers in the absence of sufficient technology and management
within the supply and value chain management has been made to provide consumers
with quality mangoes through out the year.
5. Accordingly, a Mango has been established in Malsiripura, Kurunegala which will be
peptized by December this year. The Ministry of Agriculture will take action to
manage the mango supply chain and value chain.
6. According, mango Processing zone are to be established in main mango cultivating
areas of Mahawa,Weyangoda,Embilipitiya,Jaffna and Batticaloa during the period
2017/2018.Provissions amounting to Rs.65 Mn has been allocated to this project.
7. Fruit maturing project under organic methodology.
8. Providing knowledge of post harvest technology to farmers in Mahaweli systems with
the assistance of the Mahaweli Authority of Sri-Lanka.
9. On the concept of His Excellently the President, our institution has implemented 13
farmer training programmes during this year to provide Mahaweli farmer with Post
Harvesting technologies and Rs.01 Mn has been allocated to this project by the
Ministry of Mahaweli Development.
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Development Programmes Proposed for implementing during the year 2017
It is unfortunate that supply chain and value chain in respect of our agricultural crops yet
remains at low ebb. For instance only in the process of fruit and vegetable transporting we lose
the National income of around Rs. 17.5 billion annually which amounted to 22% of the
national vegetable/fruit production.
Furthermore, due to non - regulation of supply and value chain property, farming community
do not receive a reasonable price for their produce while consumers are unable to buy
commodities at an affordable price. Therefore, necessary arrangements have been made to
give correct interpretation for vegetable/fruit supply and value chain and for forecasting of
price formula for that chain as a main development proposal for 2017 with the objective of
protecting both the farmer and the consumer.
At times when arrangements are being made to regulate the supply chain and the value chain
05 year plan for providing transport tools aimed at minimizing the existing losses will be put
into operation from 2017 onwards. The anticipated investment for the whole 05 year period is
in the region of Rs.1575 mn. the result of which are as follows,
 With the minimization of transportation losses amounting to Rs. 17.5 mn, it will be
possible to have a saving of Rs.17.5 mn.
 Increasing the quality of vegetable and fruit by 25%
 Minimization of losses will have a direct impact on the education of the sale prices
commodities.
 Prevention of damages caused due to disposal of a large quality of fruits and
vegetables being subjected to post harvest losses.
 Increasing food security by 15%
 Qualitative increase of the living standards of the farmer communities and consumers
by providing them with farm price index and consumer price Index.
When wheat flour is produced in Sri- Lanka a project is to be implemented in 2017 to issue
those flour to the market by adding 10% rice flour at a cost of Rs.8.7Mn.Whereby it is
expected to save a sum of Rs. 12 billion annually. In addition it has been planned to utilize
675,000 Mt – 1,000,000 Mt of paddy production as rice flour.
Three year project for establishment of store facilities is to be implemented from 2017 with
the objective of preserving 20,000 Big onion seeds and 300,000 mother bulbs (which being
main agri crop in Sri- Lanka ) for cultivation in the coming season.Thorough this project it is
expected to save 35% to 40% big onion now the country is being deprived of out of the
national Big onion production.
The main problem faced by our farming community in the use of technological knowledge is
the receipt of the low income whereby depriving them of the opportunity of purchasing new
technological tools and other materials required for use in the application modern
technological methods. with the objective of overcoming this difficulty, it has been planned
to establish 65 post harvest services providing centers covering all agricultural zones in the
island over period of 05 years beginning from 2017 where-by providing the farmer with
machinery and equipments and other tool applicable to post harvesting activities.
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National Food Promotion Board
National Food Promotion Board is a statutary body which has been established as the
Sri Lanka National Freedom from Hunger Campaign Board in 1973 by the Parliamentary
Act. In 1973, it was assited by the United Nations Organization and Food and Agriculture
Organization – FAO.
Initially, the National Food Promotion Board is carried out poison free domestic food
production, promotion and reached the content of the research reports among public, which
was carried out by the several institutions and universities in Sri Lanka.

Activities

T/P

Progress up to 31.10.2016
Financial Progess
Expenditure
Income Physical Progress and Activities
(Rs.Mn)

Plant Nursery
Narahenpita

Traditional
project

8.04
4.27

8.51 The urban residents could be obtained
6.9 agricultural inputs such as plant, fertilizer,

Target
Progress

53.83
23.62

tools which required promoting the entire
gardening.
54.50 Fruits, flowerts and vegetable plants could
30.0 be obtained herein.

Target
Progress

14.05
0.02

14.5 Sufficient quantity of production for our
0.21 sales centers, government's institutions sales

- Target
Progress

Farmers Product
Selling
Center
Dehiwala
Suwaposha
Project

(Rs.Mn)

rice Target
Progress

Healthy
Food Target
Progress
Restaurant
Healthy
Food Target
shop bazaar
Progress

18.47
5.38

centers and exhibition stalls were completed.
18.70 It is sold the 1 kg pack of rice in our sales
3.90 centers, government's institutions sales
centers and exhibition stalls after purchasing
traditional paddy in Anuradhapura district
and converted them into rice
in
Kalankuttiya factory.

33.5
8.61
-

33.90 Local food, yam, traditional rice are sold
8.5 here.
- It is gathered the registered entrepreneurs in

1.78

2.50 foods to the costomers by selling their

our institution and provide the poison free
products through our institution.

Maize project

Target
Progress

Organic Fertilizer Target
Project-Buthala
farm

180.24
15.09

- Collect the quality maize harvest from the
farmers in Anuradhapura District and store

16.12 and sell them by this project.

2.15

4.95 Compost

fertilizer
production
is
implementing in this project and production
of 11,850 kgs has been sold in this year.
Then 17000 kg has been produced. The total
income obtained is Rs. 110,500.
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Development Programmes which is expexted to be implementd in year
2017.
Under the major projects in the year 2017, it is expected to implement the projects of
special cereal production using millet, develop farms, support farmers in selling their
harvests, promote poison free local foods and in addition the following projects will be
expected to implement. The sales centers of Dehiwala and Narahenpita are also under
operation.

Development Programmes which is expexted to be implementd in year
2017
Action Plan -2017
Activity

Expected
Targeted
Physical Target
Expenditure Income
1. Plant Nursery and Sales
52.47
58.99 Provide vegitables, fruits, and
Center Dehiwala
flowers to public for price
relief.
2. Healthy Food Restaurant
3. Organic Fertilizer Project
– Buttala Farm
4. Plant Nursery
Narahenpita
5. Traditional Rice Project

32.47
1.86

33.00
1.87

10.07

10.08

18.51

18.55

6. Suwaposha Project
7. Thanamalwila farm

14.02
0.51

15.00
0.51

29.56

33.00

8. Healthy Food
bazaar
9. Maize Project

shop

15.3

17.00 Collect the quality maize
harvest from the farmers in
Anuradhapura District, store
and sell them.

10.
Farrmer
Training
Program
11.Guide to Gardening
Programme
12 . Fruit Park, Buttala

19.02

Improve the knowledge of
farmers
Provide chille plants to flat
residents.

13. Rice Fortification Pilot
Project

1.8

14. Empowering street food
producers using local foods

7.24

20.65
0.08
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It is provided to selected school
children and parents as pilot
project of Rice Fortification by
rice, iron and folic acid.
It is produced the street food
production healthily using poison
free local raw materials and
distributed them by this project.
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National Fertilizer secretariat (NFS)
According to the provisions under fertilizer regularization Act of 1988 No 68 programmes
have been implemented to fulfill following objectives.

The National responsibility of the National Fertilizer secretariat:

Provide information and recommendation required for national policy formulation.



Declare Fertilizer standards and user recommendations



Streamling of Fertilizer entrepreneurship activities



Regulation of Fertilizer importation formulation, distribution and stock position.



Recognition of Fertilizer requirement & regulation of distribution.



Formulation of methodologies for implementing governments Fertilizer subsidy
programme.



Taking measures to prevent in regularities the Fertilizer use



Maintaining up-dated fertilizer use data base.

Ceylon Fertilizer Company Limited (CFC)
Introduction
1. The Ceylon Fertilizer Cooperation was established in 1964 with the fianacial and
technical contribution of German Republic under the State Industrial Act No. 49 of 1957,
to meet the fertilizer needs of Sri Lankan farmers.
2. The said company was re-established as the Ceylon Fertilizer Company Limited with
effect from 15th September 1992, according to the Conversion of Public Corporations and
Government Owned Business Undertakings into Public Companies Act No. 23 of 1987.
3. Presently, it was re-registered under the Company Act No. 07 of 2007.
Functions




Is to import, manufacture, sell and distribute of fertilizer within the competitive market
for use in traditional export crop cultivations, i.e. tea, rubber and coconut and other
agricultural crops.
The Company is initiated the project of selling organic fertilizer islandwide under the
MoU which maintained by the integrated process of public and private sector.
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The marketing promotion is carried out to identify the organic cube fertilizer and organic
fertilizer and to promote them among farmers under the theme of “Poison free Country”
which is the policy of new Government.
It is expected to achieve sales of 1500 Mt of compost fertilizer and 2500 Mt of organic
fertilizer in the financial year 2016/2017.

Distribution Network


The main distribution network consisits with 48 regional fertilizer stores inlandwide
including the main store complexes located at Hunupitiya, Wattala and Polonnaruwa.



It is expected to distribute 5000 MT of poison free organic fertilizer among farmers
islandwide with the purpose of implementing the new agricultural policy of the
Government.

Institutional Progress
1. Circuit Banglow has been established and opened on 01st July 2016 at the cost of Rs. 25
Mn with the purpose of additional income generation and welfare of the employees.

2. Launching of HS organic fertilizer and cooperation compost production under the brand
name of Lak Pohora.
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3. Establishment of special Unit for research, development and business activities of organic
fertilizer.

Financial and physical progress of development plans (01.01.2016 to 31.08.2016)
1. A total sale of chemical fertilizer from 01.01.2016 to 31.08.2016 is 56,984,163 Mt.
2. Total sales of organic and compost fertilizer from 01.01.2016 to 31.08.2016 is 13,712 Mt.
Development programmes for 2017
 Establishment of Specfic Enterprise Development Unit for research, development and
business attributes on organic fertilizer and whereby making contribution towards
promoting cultivation of poison free food, according to the new agricultural policy.
 It has been planned to introduce environmental friendly liquid medicine as a substitute
to the weediside “Glyposate“ which has been prohibited to use in Sri Lanka, under state
mediated agreement with the Government of Thailand.
 It has been planned to develop laboratory facilities of soil at the request of farmers and
issue certificates after testing the composition of soil.
 Achieve the target of sales in 200,000 Mt of chemical fertilizers in the financial year
2016/2017.
 Achieve the target of sales in 2,500 Mt of organic fertilizers and 1,500 Mt of compost
fertilizers in the financial year 2016/2017.
 Arrangements are in process to establish Distribution Agent Network to cover up 1600
marketing agent network to facilitate fertilizer distribution islandwide.
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Colombo Commercial Fertilizer Company Limited
The company which was registered under Company Act No. 07 of 2007.
Full ownership of shares is held by the Secretary to the Treasury. (under the terms of section
4(2) of the Company Act.)

Objectives of the Company (According to the Company Law)
Import the chemical fertilizer and sell them to buyers through competitive market as mixed
and unmixed fertilizer.
Functions
Import of fertilizer with higher standard required for local agriculture and distributing the
same among farmers through Agrarian Services Centre (ASC) and Sale Agent Network
lslandwide and production of mixed fertilizer required for all crops and distributing / selling
the same through ASC and Sale Agent Network islandwide.
Organization Network
The Colombo Commercial Fertilizer Company Limited consists of a main store complex
spreading over 12 acre block of land, Hunupitiya Watala and 18 Regional Stores located in
various districts through the island. In addition, distribution is being through 228 marketing
agent network islandwide. The staff of the institution consists of 137 employees including
Managers of the Company.
Sales from 01 January to 29th February 2016
(For paddy under subsided price)
Month

January
February
Total

Type of Fertilizer (M.T.)
Urea
4,069.550

T.S.P.
785.600

M.O.P.
1,029.600

582.300

149.250

177.000

4,651.850

934.850

1,206.600
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Sales from 01st January to 31st October 2016
Month

Type of Fertilizer (M.T.)
Urea

T.S.P.

M.O.P.

Other

Total

Fertilizer
January

1,145.312

268.375

235.206

4.957

1,653.850

February

5,203.524

3,050.213

1,960.091

99.590

10,313.418

March

60.569

13.501

9.013

6.005

89.088

April

397.897

188.461

35.237

34.123

655.718

May

879.13

134.44

102.434

23.21

1,139.214

June

987.316

144.852

137.339

84.301

1,353.808

July

538.711

66.011

91.402

46.599

742.723

August

193.013

93.568

58.591

127.812

472.984

September

270.672

52.050

61.631

181.284

565.637

96.099

51.607

61.864

116.883

326.453

9,772.243

4,063.078

2,752.808

724.764

17.312.893

October
Total

Proposed Specific Research and Development Programmes for Year 2017
1. Production of Hybrid Fertilizer
Produce Hybrid Fertilizer by mixing compost with chemical fertilizer.
2. Production of improved Compost
(a). Enrich Compost
Add natural nutrients to increase the quality of the compost which produced
generally.
(b). Super Compost
Act as official manufacturer of compost for proposed super compost, on the
results of the project to increase the quality of compost proposed by the Faculty
of Agricultural Sciences of the Sabaragamuwa University.
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Lanka Phosphate Limited (State Company)
The phosphate deposit was discovered in 1971 by the Department of Geological
Survey and was established as state-owned company in 10th July 1992 under the Company
Act No. 17 of 1982.

Functions and Objectives
i. Digging, preparation and selling of phosphate which required for agri foods, will be
continued as a primary business.
ii. State-owned Company which holds 100% of share capital.
iii. This deposit is a resource that covers extent area of 324 hectares in Eppawala.
iv. It was estimated that 60 million Metric tons of rock phosphate contains with
composition of 33-40 % P2O5.
v. It could be decreased the amount of Imported Rock Phosphate (IRP) which expended
higher amount of foreign exchange by using this phosphate deposit and at present, it
has completely stopped importing Imported Rock Phosphate (IRP) to the country. It
could be saved over Rs. 500 million of foreign exchange annualy via this process.
vi. Presently, the Lanka Phosphate Company Limited has earned about Rs. 565 million
annually and direct and indirect livelihood methods has provided for 350 workers
including their families.
vii. The company has established coconut fertilizer factory in Kanaththewewa,
Wariyapola in 2014 and it has earned about Rs. 46 million in last year accordingly.
viii. Further, it was focused to provide high-quatily ferlilizer at reasonable price by the
said project.
ix. Also, by expanding this process in 2017, the Lanka Phosphate Company Limited has
focused on manufacturing high-quality fertilizer for rubber cultivation and distributes
same among cultivators at reasonable price.
x. Priliminary discussions were held to produce substitute fertilizer for “Tripple Super
Phosphate (TSP)” which is presently imported for paddy and vegetable cultivation of
the country by widely use the said phosphate deposit that belongs with non of toxic
chemicals such as cadmium, arsenic and it would be expected to save Rs. 30 billion of
foreign exchange which flows out annually from the country.
xi. It is expected to provide several job opportunities directly and indirectly across
several provinces of the country as well as Eppawala area by this project.

Details of Sales and Profitability of the Company for last 5 years.
Year
2011/2012
2012/0213
2013/2014
2014/2015
2015/2016
Total

Sales (M.T.)
56,089
45,759
54,606
57,301
56,438
270,193

Sales (Rs. Mn)
497.30
399.03
499.97
530.43
562.73
2,489.46
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Pre-tax Profit (Rs. Mn)
201.00
137.00
172.00
118.94
60.89
689.83

